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Chapter 3

Social history

As a preamble to the present section, the timeline below indicates some key dates and
events in the history of Diu.

Late 15th-century Diu integrates the Sultanate of Gujarat.
1509 Battle of Diu.
1513 A short-lived Portuguese trading post is founded.
1535 The Portuguese are allowed to build a fortress in Diu.
1537 The city and port are brie�y under Portuguese control.
1538 (June-November) First siege of Diu.
1546 (March-November) Second siege of Diu.
1554 The Portuguese take complete control over the city and the entire island.
1612 Commercial competition from Surat; beginning of the commercial decline of Diu.
1654 Dutch armada enters the port of Diu.
1668 Plundering by Omani forces.
1715 Annexation of Simbor.
1718 The walls of Diu fort are rebuilt.
1796 French bombardment of the island.
1961 Military take-over of the island by Indian Union forces.

Table 3.1: Key events in the colonial history of Diu

This short summary is a preliminary overview of the complex (colonial) history of the
island, which is explored in detail in section 3.1. After describing the main events in Diuese
history, from its rise as a major trading port to the decolonisation in 1961, section 3.2.2 will
characterise the social relations which obtained in the Estado da Índia in general - and Diu
in particular. Based on the available evidence, section 3.3 will then attempt to reconstruct
the sociolinguistic conditions which resulted in the formation of Diu Indo-Portuguese, its
development and present-day distribution.
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3.1 History of the settlement

The short history of the settlement given here covers a rather vast period, from the time
prior to Portuguese occupation to the integration in modern-day India in 1961. For con-
venience, this section is divided into subsections dealing with the various phases of the
island's history: the early history of Diu up until the arrival of the Portuguese (section
3.1.1), the extended struggle for power from the beginning of the 16th century (in 3.1.2),
the early days of Portuguese control (section 3.1.3), the subsequent decline of the island
and the city on the regional stage, from the 17th century onwards (in section 3.1.4) and,
�nally, the process of decolonisation (section 3.1.5).

3.1.1 Diu before the Portuguese

In pre-Portuguese times, the island of Diu was known as Diva, derived from the Sanskrit
name Dvipa, meaning `island' (Altekar 1924-1925). The development of Diu as a major
trading port was spurred by dynamic trade operations in the Persian Gulf area from the
9th century AD onwards, and in particular by the rise of nearby Cambay (modern-day
Khambhat) in the same period.

Map 3.1: Map of Gujarat and the Gulf of Cambay

There is evidence of trading routes linking Diu not only to the Arabian Peninsula but
also to Southeast Asia (Vardarjan 1989). Cambay remained the dominant port of the en-
tire region and the hub of Gujarati commercial activity for many centuries, well into the
European colonial period until it was supplanted by Surat. That can be inferred from the
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description made by Pyrard de Laval, a French traveler writing in the early 17th century:

La ville de Cambay est l'une des grands et des plus riches de la côte des Indes, où abordent
des marchands de tous les quartiers du monde. La langue de tout ces pays-là, comme aussi de
tous les autres du grand Moghol, de Bengale et des circonvoisins, est [la] langue de Gujarat,
qui est la plus grande, utile, étendue et qui s'étend en plus de divers endroits qu'aucune autre
des Indes. (Laval 1998:752)

`The city of Cambay is one of the biggest and richest of the Indian coast, where merchants
from all the corners of the world make port. The language of all that region, as well as of all
the others of the great Moghul, Bengal and neighbouring areas, is the language of Gujarat,
which is the largest, most useful, most extended and spread in more di�erent places than any
other in the Indies.'

Navigation in the Gulf of Cambay was however complicated by the extreme tidal bore
and progressive silting, which prevented big ships from safely entering. This favoured the
emergence of Diu as a trading port, as it became common for goods to be transferred there
(and, later on, also in Gogha, see Map 3.1) into smaller vessels which would be able to
carry them to Cambay. In time, more and more of the trade began to be carried out in Diu
itself to avoid the trouble of transporting the goods to Cambay, which meant that, around
1500, the island was already an extremely important trading post (Tibbetts 1971).1

Commerce from Aden to Gujarati ports was partly dominated by Muslim merchants
but, as pointed out by Pearson (1976:10) concerning the historical views on trade in Asia,
a largely `Euro-centric stress on trade to Europe ignores the vast bulk of Asian trade,
that which was not bound for Europe. And in this inter-Asian trade, it was Gujaratis,
not Arabs, who were dominant'. In a sense, Gujarati ports specialised in linking the
commercial centres of Aden, to the west, and Malacca, to the east. Furthermore, the area
was the single most important centre of cotton cloth production at the time.

The commercial prominence of Diu did not su�er from the frequent political recon�g-
urations of the region. Proof of this is that, when the newly-formed Sultanate of Gujarat
annexed Junagadh (to which territory Diu belonged), towards the end of the 15th cen-
tury, the seat of the regional administration was installed in Diu rather then Junagadh.
The �rst appointed governor was Malik Ayaz, who `did a great deal to nurture Diu into a
premier station of trade' (Vardarjan 1989:369) and from whom the Portuguese repeatedly
attempted to wrest the territory.

Diu was an extremely cosmopolitan port, and the Tombo de Diu (Pais 1592:� 42) records
that before the Portuguese period the city counted `muitos rumes, abexins e fartaquyns'
[many rumes, abexins and fartaquyns].2 Apart from the local Indian communities (of
various religious backgrounds), it is then clear that, prior to the arrival of the Portuguese,
Diu hosted a signi�cant population from the Middle East generally identi�ed as Rumes

1Diu is mentioned in old sources as one of the three ports (the other being Fakaner in Southern India
and Sumatra) where traders were compelled to enter and pay duties, before the Portuguese installed this
system (v. Pearson 1976:15-16).

2For a de�nition of the appellations rumes and abexins, see below (this section). According to Matos
(1999:54), fartaquyns referred to the inhabitants of the Ra's al-Fartaq Cape region, i.e. the southeastern
shore of Arabia, comprising parts of modern-day Yemen and Oman.
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or Rumji. There is some debate concerning the correct interpretation of these terms in
16th-century Portuguese sources, even though the authors themselves often attempted an
interpretation of the term. Orta (1563), for instance, admits to never having been given
a conclusive explanation of the distinction between a `Rume' and a `Turk', while Couto
(1602) states that the former di�ered from the latter in that they originated from Thracia
and Romania. For all this hesitation, the term was, at the time, generally interpreted
to refer to an inhabitant of the Ottoman empire (Özbaran 2001), of whom many had
commercial and strategic interests in Western India. The area of Diu in particular is very
often associated to this community; according to the account of an Italian visitor in 1504
(quoted in Singh et al. 1994:5), Diu was at the time referred to as Bundar Atturk `Port of
the Turks', while `it is described as "Bandar Afarmi" in the writings of Muslim scholars',
in a clear allusion to Turkish presence. In 16th-century Portuguese sources, the village
of Goghla (see Map 1.2) was known to the Portuguese as Villa dos Rumes `village of the
Rumes', and in 1510 the viceroy D. Afonso de Albuquerque informs the king of Portugal of
his intention to prepare the �eet to engage the Rumes who were at Diu (see Albuquerque
1774). Given that the Ottoman empire had interests in Diu, it is not surprising that, after
the Portuguese achieved a foothold on the island, the Turkish and Egyptian rulers moved
a strong military o�ensive against them - for which, see section 3.1.2.

Another community with a long-standing link to Diu is that presently known as Siddhis
but, throughout its history, also as Habshis (Abexins and Abexiis in Portuguese sources)
or Ka�rs. These were Africans who mostly arrived in India as slaves, through channels
which predate the arrival of European in�uence to the region. Pankhurst (2003) provides
evidence that slaves were being carried from the territory of modern-day Ethiopia into
Western India as early as the 1st century AD. The documentary evidence is much more
robust after the 13th-century; it becomes clear that, at the time, slaves were imported from
Abyssinia (from whose Arabic name, Habash, the term Habshi appears to have derived)
via Arabia, most eventually converting to Islam and ending up particularly in Gujarat and
the Gulf of Cambay or further south on the Malabar coast and Ceylon. The history of
the Siddhi communities of India is rather complex (see e.g. Chauhan 1995, Pinto 1992,
Jayasuriya and Pankhurst 2003), but it is important to recognise their signi�cant presence
in Diu prior to the Portuguese occupation, during Portuguese rule and also at present. It
is certainly interesting that, as documented in early Portuguese maps of Diu (e.g., Map
3.2, by the cartographer João Teixeira Albernaz I), one of the three doors in the city walls
was known to the Portuguese as Porta dos Abaxis `Door of the Habshis'.

At present, the Diuese (and Gujarati) Siddhis are Muslim (see Lodhi 1992) and retain a
strong cultural and communal identity. It is crucial to distinguish between this community
from the Africans transported to India by the Portuguese as slaves. For this issue, see
section 3.2.1.

Diu was heavily defended even before the arrival of the Portuguese, as noticed by vari-
ous coeval observers. It is reported that a Solanki3 ruler built a fortress in Diu at the turn
of the 12th-/13th-century (Vardarjan 1989:369). The sea fortress protecting the entrance
of the port, known to the Portuguese as Fortim do Mar (labelled F. do Mar in Map 3.3),

3A Hindu clan which ruled much of Western India between the 10th and the 13th centuries AD. The
area of Gujarat, which they ruled from their seat in Patan (north of modern-day Ahmedabad, see Map
3.1), was under their control until the late 13th-century.
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Figure 3.2: Map of Diu by João Teixeira Albernaz I (c. 1648)

also pre-dates European rule (Dias 2002:6).

3.1.2 The struggle for Diu

As soon as the Portuguese navigator Vasco da Gama reached the South Indian port of
Calicut in 1498, thereby opening up a maritime trading route around the Cape of Good
Hope with the potential to rival the traditional land routes into Europe, attempts at
establishing a �rm Portuguese presence in India began immediately. Although those e�orts
initially centred on the southwest coast of the subcontinent, in�amed reports of the strength
and riches of Diu reveal that the city was coveted by the newcomers from very early
on. During its �rst impulse, the Portuguese empire in the East did not so much aim at
the acquisition of land as at the control of vantage points from which to enforce their
`sovereignty of the sea' (Newitt 2005:74-75). Their domination in the area should be based
on maritime military power (therefore a permanent Armada had to be established very
early on in India) allowing Portugal the right to issue cartazes4 to all vessels sailing on
Indian waters.

4Obligatory safe-conducts which all vessels should obtain from the Portuguese authorities in order to
safely navigate the waters under their control.
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Given the vitality of the Gujarati trade, it became clear that `[s]ome forti�ed position
in the Gujerat area was certainly needed if the Portuguese system of issuing cartazes and
levying customs dues was to function at all e�ectively, for this was one of the busiest com-
mercial regions of the Indian Ocean' (Newitt 2005:116). It is clear that Diu drew Portugal's
attention very early on when the governor of Diu, Malik Ayaz, attacked the Portuguese
�eet in Chaul in 1508, during which battle the son of the viceroy D. Francisco de Almeida
was killed (Morais 1997, Leão 1996). As a retaliation, the so-called Battle of Diu ensued in
1509, when the Portuguese engaged the combined �eets of Malik Ayaz, Egypt5 and Calicut
o� the coast of Diu and vanquished them - with this victory, Portugal achieved notoriety
in the region and was able to negotiate a peace treaty under humiliating circumstances for
Malik Ayaz, or Melik-Ias after some Portuguese sources (cf. Leão 1996:103, 104). In 1513,
the viceroy Afonso de Albuquerque was authorised to open a trading post on the island,
although by 1528 the two kingdoms were again at war.

The most outstanding proof of Portugal's interest in dominating Diu is the fact that,
as the viceroy D. Nuno da Cunha arrived in India to begin his mandate in 1529, his
primary task - as commanded by the king D. João III - was to build a fortress on the
island. Concerning Nuno da Cunha, the chronicler João de Barros says `ao qual el Rei não
mandava à India à outra cousa senão à tomar Dio' [whom the King had sent to India for
nothing else but to conquer Diu] (Barros 1615:book 2, ch XV). A consistent campaign to
conquer Diu with the personal involvement of the viceroy himself was launched by D. Nuno
da Cunha from the 26th of February 1531 onwards. Several setbacks ensued because, as
the Portuguese aggression stepped up, so did the aid sent by the Turks and Egyptians to
the Sultan of Cambay in order to safeguard their trade.

The Sultan of Gujarat, Bahadur Shah, attempted to buy peace and the protection of
the Portuguese by o�ering the territories of Bassein (see Map 3.1) and the area of modern-
day Bombay (incl. Thane, Salsette, Bandra, Elephanta, Mahim and Bombay) in 1534
(Biker 1881, Leão 1996), but he was not willing to give Diu away. The situation changed
in 1535 when, threatened by the Moghul expansion from Delhi, Bahadur authorised the
Portuguese to build a fort in Diu in return for military aid. Below is a revealing extract of
the contract (transcribed in Biker 1881):

aquillo que vos era necesario, que em tantos anos nunqua se pôde cumprir, nem vos ouvera
de vir a maão tão asynha, hum lugar pera estarem os portugueses em dio, da banda donde
quiserdes, vós o mandastes pedir; eu vos �aço mercê d'elle com estas condições

[. . . ]

Item o soltão badur he contente de dar a elRey de portuguall h�ua fortaleza em dio, em qual-
quer luguar que o guovernador nuno da cunha quiser, da banda dos baluartes do maar e da

5The involvement of the sultan of Cairo in this e�ort is understandable considering that the newly
opened Cape Route, by which the Portuguese began transporting oriental goods to Europe by sea, was
diverting business from the traditional land routes and, therefore, depriving the sultanate of Cairo from
highly pro�table tax revenues. The loss in�icted on Egypt was such that the sultan of Cairo sent a
message to the Pope threatening to destroy all Christian monuments and relics of the Holy Land unless
the Portuguese halted their expansion in the East (Araújo 2008:78). The battles of Chaul and Diu were,
in e�ect, a struggle for the domination of trade between Asia and Europe (Pissarra 2002).
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terra, da grandura que lhe bem parecer; e asy o baluarte do maar.

[. . . ]

E com condição que elRey de portuguall nom teraa em dio nhuns direitos nem rendas, que
so a dita fortaleza e baluartes; e todos os direitos, rendas e jurdição da gente da terra sera
do dito soltão badur. [. . . ] E com condição que querendo se fazer alguns mouros da terra
do soltão badur cristãos, que o gouernador o não consinta; e asy elle não consentiraa fazerse
nhum cristão, mouro.

`that which you required, which did not happen in so many years, and would not be granted
to you so easily, a place for the portuguese to be in diu, whatever part you choose, you have
demanded; I grant it to you under these conditions [. . . ] Item. sultan bahadur is willing to
give the king of portugal a fortress in diu, any part that the governor nuno da cunha decides,
towards the strongholds of sea and land, as big as you �nd �t; and also the sea fortress. [. . . ]
And with the condition that the king of portugal shall not have the right to any pro�ts and
taxes, but only the aforementioned fortress and strongholds; and all the rights, tax and juris-
diction of the people of the land remain with the aforementioned sultan bahadur [. . . ] And
with the condition that if any moors of the land of sultan bahadur wish to become christian,
the governor shall not allow it; and likewise he shall not allow any christian to become a moor.'

Although the concession was highly constrained and anything but pro�table for the
Portuguese, the achievement was so crucial that Nuno da Cunha dispatched two embassies
to Portugal with the news, one by land and another one by sea (v. Morais 1997:41). The
construction of the �rst fortress started immediately and was completed within one year.
It also contained the �rst catholic church on the island. The next year, the Governor Nuno
da Cunha assigned a garrison to the fort:6

E tendo ja a fortaleza em altura que se podia defender, [. . . ] Ordenou oito centos homens
pera ali �carem de presidio, guarnecendo a fortaleza de artelharia, que tirou dos galeões, e
a proveo de muitas monições e mantimentos, deixando alguns navios ordenados pera a ser-
ventia da fortaleza. E despedio Isac do Cairo judeu, pera ir por terra ao Reino com cartas a
elRey, de como tinha feito aquella fortaleza (Couto 1602)

`And given that the fortress was already high enough to be defended, [. . . ] ordered eight
hundred men to remain stationed there, furnishing the fortress with artillery taken from the
galleons, and provided it with much ammunition and victuals, leaving behind some ships to
serve the fortress. And dispatched the jew Isac of Cairo to travel overland to the Kingdom
with letters for the King telling of how he had made that fortress'

However, the area wasn't immediately paci�ed (see section 3.3 for the signi�cance of
this fact). In 1536, the sultan of Gujarat attempted to win back the fort but, during
conversations with D. Nuno da Cunha aboard a ship outside Diu, he was murdered7 (Mir
Abu Turab, quoted in Leão 1996:109) and, in 1537, the Portuguese brie�y took control

6While the garrison is described by Couto (1602) as consisting of 800 men, Barros (1615) gives `nove-
centos hom�es Portugueses' [nine hundred Portuguese men].

7At the time of this episode, according to Barros (1615:book 8, ch.VI), the fort was defended by some
1200 soldiers.
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over the city and the customs. As the successor, Bahadur Shah's nephew, was very young,
a coalition of three regents temporarily ruled the sultanate of Gujarat. To aid Gujarat and
rallied Indian kingdoms in their aim of expelling the Portuguese from the subcontinent, a
powerful �eet was prepared in Suez by Turkey's ruler to liberate Diu, which was by then
defended by 600 soldiers (cf. Leão 1996:110).

The �rst siege of Diu started in June 1538 but was lifted after forces from Goa arrived
in defence of the Portuguese interests. This created a deep ridge between the Portuguese
and the Gujarati rulers, which was settled by an agreement dated 1539 stipulating stern
rules of social and economic segregation. Below is an extract of that document, as tran-
scribed in Biker (1881:86-87):

It. Mais h�ua parede de largura de quatro covados e mais, da porta da praia do bazar dos que
vemdem arroz direito demtro na cidade até a mizquita gramde que estaa em cima do momte
e dahy direito até a parede da fortaleza da bamda do mar e a porta que se �zer nesta parede
sera aberta todo o dia até h�u quarto da noute e os portugeses e vasalos dos portugeses yram e
vyrão e ningem defemderá a eles, e porém ao mouro nom leuarám os portugeses a sua bamda
sem licemça do divão, e depois de h�u quarto da noute fecharám a porta. E depois de h�u
quarto da noute os portugeses nam �carám demtro na cidade, e asemtarám nesta porta os
o�ciaes do mamdouym asy do diuão como dos portugeses pera guardarem os direitos, porém
os dos portugeses nom �carám de noute, e a chaue da porta �cará na maão dos criados do
divão e os o�ciaes dalfamdega dos portugueses poderám pousar na cidade.

[. . . ]

It. toda a remda dalfamdega de gogala e dalfamdega da cidade de dio e asy as remdas das
quimtas da jlha sera junto na alfamdega gramde e farám tres partes, as duas partes seraa do
divãao e a hua parte seraa dos portugeses.

[. . . ]

It. Mais na jlha no lugar que os portugeses tinham feitos dous baluartes e se agora dene�caram
na gerra, os quaes nam começarám outra vez de nouo.

`Item. Another wall four or more cubits thick, from the door of the rice market shore inside
the city towards the great mosque which lies on top of the hill and from there straight to the
wall of the fortress by the sea and the door which will be made in this wall will remain open
the entire day until a quarter of the night and the portuguese and their vassals will come
and go and nobody will prevent them, and yet the portuguese will not take any moor into
their quarters without permission from the divão8, and after a quarter of the night they shall
close the door. And after a quarter of the night the portuguese shall not remain in the city,
and at this door shall sit o�cials of the customs, both of the divão and the portuguese to
defend their rights, yet at night none of the portuguese will remain, and the key to this door
will remain in possession of the servants of the divão and the portuguese customs o�cers
may remain in the city. [. . . ] Item. All pro�ts of the customs of goghla and the customs
of the city of diu, as well as the tax collected on the island, will be assembled in the great
custom house and divided by three, and two thirds will be for the divão and one third for the
portuguese. [. . . ] Item. Further, on the island, where the portuguese had built two bulwarks
now damaged in the war, these shall not be rebuilt.'

8A local Muslim authority.
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The segregation intended by the rulers of Gujarat, and the limitations imposed on
Portuguese activity in Diu, were matters of contention. The second siege9 of the fortress
by Gujarati and allied forces took place in 1546 but failed once again, and the local ruler
once again insisted on a wall of separation.10 It was only a few years after these events,
in 1554, that the Portuguese wrested complete control of the town beyond the walls of
the fort and the entire island following the murder of the sultan Mahmud Shah III; the
process by which the captain of Diu fort, D. Diogo de Noronha, assumed the ownership of
the island is described in the Tombo de Diu (Pais 1592:� 54). It was only then that the
transfer of the colonial structure to the town and the lusitanisation of the island began. By
the late 16th century, the territory was �rmly under Portuguese control and the property
redistributed to bene�t the Christian community. The 1592 Tombo de Diu (Pais 1592)
includes a registry of the rural property (known as chãos and hortas) outside the city,
which reveals that even though the Christians were a minority they (whether Portuguese
casados, i.e. settlers, or native Christians) owned at least as much land as Hindu and
Muslim proprietors combined (see also Matos 1999:22�). The construction of the church
in Brancavará (Vanakbara, see Map 1.2), at the extreme western end of the island and an
important crossing point onto the mainland, begun in 1630, thereby implying the presence
of a signi�cant Christian population in the village - the fortress of Vanakbara was built
only much later, in 1770 (Bragança Pereira 1938:185).

3.1.3 Portuguese Diu

With the paci�cation of Diu, the territory joined the political unit which came to be known
as the Província do Norte `Northern Province', a collective designation for the Portuguese-
controlled areas stretching from Chaul to Daman, and including Bombay and Bassein.

9The two sieges of Diu are highly celebrated events in Portuguese lore, and their strong impact in Europe
resulted in a �urry of poetic accounts of the heroic feats. These include Corte Real (1574), Andrade (1589),
and they also �gure prominently in Luís de Camões' Lusiads, �rst published in 1572.

10The nature of the con�ict between the Portuguese and the local powers is revealed quite clearly in the
advice of a Portuguese o�cial, D. Francisco de Lima, to the Governor of India concerning the possibility
of peace with the Sultan of Gujarat, in 1548 (transcribed in Biker 1881:128-129):

deue v. s. de trabalhar pola fazer de maneira que nam pareça ou estê mui craro poder auer
rompimento em tempo [. . . ] o que está mui certo ser comsentimdo a el Rei de cambaia fazer
parede em dio sobre a qual nacêrão as pemdemsas pasadas e foy causa de pôr a jmdia no
estado que v. s. vio, porque mui craro está el Rei de cambaia nam querer esta parede senam
pera com ela se forte�car comtra nós [. . . ] polo que a mim parece que por nh�ua cousa se
deue de comsemtir na paz com esta parede porque a tenho pola mais certa guerra que se nos
pode fazer

`your excellency should strive to achieve it [i.e., peace] in such a way that it does not seem or
become too clear that there might eventually be a fallout [. . . ] which will certainly happen if
we allow the king of cambay to build a wall in diu, over which were born the past contentions
and which was the cause of putting india in the state that we have seen, for it is very clear
that the king of cambay does not want this wall for anything other than to fortify himself
against us [. . . ] and therefore it seems to me that in peace we should not allow this wall to
be built because it seems to me it will certainly lead to war'
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Although physically separate, Diu was administratively counted as part of the Província,
but it was Bassein that emerged as its capital.11

The commercial prosperity of Diu was not immediately a�ected by European rule,
fuelled as it was by a dynamic East-Africa/Gujarat route trading gold and ivory (from
Africa), textiles and beads (from India) (Vardarjan 1989:372). Among the various commu-
nities of Diu, the Parsis, Muslims and Banyans (Vanias) are said to have been responsible
for most of the trading activity; as Vardarjan (1989:374) puts it, `[l]ocal communities and
indigenous business enterprise [. . . ] played a vital role in the prosperity of Diu'. The pros-
perity of the settlement was recorded by several foreign travellers in the late 16th century,
some of whose descriptions are quite eloquent:

Dui [sic] (. . . ) is scituate in a little Iland in the Kingdome of Cambaia, which is the greatest
strength that the Portingals have in all the Indies, yet a small Citty, but of great trade,
because there they laden manye great Shippes for the Strait of Meca and Ormus with mer-
chandize, and these Ships belong to the Mores and Christians, but the mores cannot trade
neither saile into those seas without the licence of the Viceroy of the king of Portingale, oth-
erwise they are taken and made good prises. (English translation of the Viaggio, de Federici
1588:f. 5)

Diu is the strongest town that the Portugales have in those partes. This is but little, but
well stored with merchandise for here they lade many great shipes with diverse commodities
for the streits of Mecca, for Ormus, and other places. . . the Moores cannot pass except they
have a passeport from the Portingales (Fitch 1599)

Notice the three recurrent themes in both Federici and Fitch's descriptions of the set-
tlement, viz. its wealth, the trade links to the Strait of Mecca and Ormuz and also its
small size. Bocarro, in his 1634 description of the island, also refers to the `náos de Mequa'
[vessels of Mecca] which took refuge in the port of Diu. The apparent success of the cartaz
system - which allied commercial entreprise to military violence - is another interesting
allusion of these excerpts.

3.1.4 Decline

The decline of Diu as a commercial centre began in the 17th century. It is traditionally
associated to the rise of nearby Surat12 (seem Map 3.1), where the English established a
trading post in 1612. The retraction of the traditional trade routes and competition from
other operators were also in�uential in this decline, as mentioned explicitly in Bocarro's
1635 description of Diu:

11Bassein �ourished as an economic centre under the Portuguese, to the extent that Garcia da Orta, in
his 1563 treatise on Indian spices, drugs and precious stones (Orta 1563), established that its revenue was
`coisa mais grossa que Diu' [larger than that of Diu].

12Surat was the foremost commercial centre for the English East India Company before England received
the island of Bombay from Portugal in 1661 and succeeded in diverting much of the trade previously carried
out in the Portuguese possessions along the Gulf of Cambay. As Pearson (1976:23) puts it, `Surat by 1644
was the greatest port in Gujarat (and India)'.
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Tem esta fortaleza de Dio alfandiga que rendeo ja cem mil pardaos de mamudes ou larins,
que he o mesmo. Não chegua a render oje secenta mil, nascido do grande trato e comercio
que tem os vaçalos do Mogor de Surrate com a guarda que lhe dão os rebeldes e ingrezes, e
de hirem tambem de por Mangalor e Cacha alguas naos sem cartas, as quaes todas levão o
mesmo que as naos de Dio, e assy, de forçado, a-de �car demenuindo o que ellas levão. Mas
tambem muita parte desta demenuição nasce das tiranias que, em Meca e Suaquem e Adem,
fazem os Turcos aos mercadores

`This fortress of Diu has a customs house which used to generate pro�ts of one hundred
thousand pardaos de mamudes or larins13, which is the same. These days it does not even
generate sixty thousand, due to the great commerce of the vassals of the Surat Moghul be-
cause of the protection of the rebels and the english, and also because some ships travel to
Mangalore and Cacha without permits, all of which carry the same as the ships of Diu and
therefore, consequently, diminish what these carry. But a great part of this reduction is also
born of the tyrannies which, in Mecca and Suaquem and Aden, the Turks do to the merchants'

As a further reason for the decline of Diu, Bocarro declared that

houve outra causa porque esta fortaleza chegou a tanta diminuição que foi a grande tirania
dos capitães para com os moradores assim Portugueses e cristãos da terra como gentios e de
qualquer outra lei. (Bocarro 1635)

`there was another reason why this fortress diminished so, which was the great tyranny of
the captains towards the dwellers both Portuguese and local Christians as well as gentiles
and of any other law.'

In his description, Bocarro refered to the economic decline of Diu but also to stark
population decrease, which he attributed to bad governance as well as a particular period
of pest and famine. Concerning the size of the town outside the fort, he said

serão oje tres mil fogos, avendo ja sido dez mil. Porem as ditas tiranias dos capitães, ouvi-
dores e mais ministros de Sua Magestade apertarão tanto com elles por lhe trazerem sempre
mais e mais, que os forão deminuindo ate este numero, onde tambem a fome e peste do anno
de mil seiscentos trinta e dous consumio grão parte desta gente. (Bocarro 1635)

'today it must have some three thousand dwellings, having before been ten thousand. Yet
the said tyranny of the captains, o�cials and other ministers of Your Majesty oppressed
them so much in order to receive more and more, that they progressively diminished them to
this number, and also the famine and pest of the year one thousand six hundred and thirty
consumed a great part of these people.'

This quote is furthermore relevant to the study of the island's social relationships un-
der Portuguese government. Certain documents kept at the Goa Historical Archives in
Goa attest to the con�icts of interest between a local merchant class and the Portuguese

1317th-century monetary units. The pardau was a gold coin issued by the Portuguese in India inspired
on a similar currency of Vijayanagar, and a larim was a Middle Eastern silver coin current e.g. in Ormuz.
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o�cials. In a letter dated March 26th 168614, the Viceroy Francisco de Távora, count of
Alvor, addresses the Castelão15 of Diu under these terms:

E Por que com aimsolencias e tiranias deque pella mayor parte usarão os capitães desta
Praça no tpo de seus governadores digo governos se acha ela arruinada assy pela ausencia
que �zerão muitos mercadores como por falta de comercio deste porto, para outros, e dos
outros, para este, tereis particular cuidado em ajudar o neg.o com todo aquelle favour que for
liçito procurando animar os mercadores para que a terra digo elles a continuem com todo o
empenho possivel assy para que a terra por este caminho se restetua ao seu antigo ser, como
tão bem para que com o mayor rendimento da alfandiga, possa sua Mag.e suprir as grandes
despesas que aqui continuam.te està fazendo e as mais que aodiante puderem ser necessarias.

`And because of the insolence and tyranny that the captains of this town mostly practised
at the time of their governors i.e. governments it is ruined not only by the absence of many
merchants but also the lack of commerce from this port to others and from other ports to
this one, you shall be particularly careful to help business with every licit favour, trying to
encourage the merchants so that the land i.e. they continue with all possible fervour so that
the land may this way recuperate its old self, and also so that His Magesty can with the
revenue of the customs compensate for all the great expense continuously made here and the
ones that may be necessary in the future.'

While this document is a clear indication of the economic decline of Diu, the very
same warnings can be found in letters addressed to other towns in the Província do Norte,
viz. Daman and Bassein. In Diu, the complaints seem to have originated from the local
Banyan traders, who were interested in the development of commerce in Diu but constantly
hindered by an abusive administration. One of the attempted solutions to the commercial
decline of the city in fact favoured the Banyans in detriment of the colonial structure (v.
Section 3.2.2, where the social meaning of this episode will be recuperated).

On the other hand, Diu would become, with its enormous fort, an important penal
colony. Several of those judged by the Goan Inquisition during the 17th century were
sentenced to con�nement or service in the large prison established inside the fort. According
to the registry of exilees kept in the Goa Historical Archives16, 28 people were sent from
Goa to Diu between 1828 and 1833; the period of their imprisonment varied between 2 and
10 years.

The island's privileged vantage point also meant it was prone to attacks. A Dutch
armada is reported to have entered the port of Diu in 1654, but no reference is made to
any military engagement. There are references to an Omani-led attack to the fortress,
under the context of their opposition of Portuguese presence in the Persian Gulf, which
culminated in plundering in 1668 (Leão 1996:40). As the Província do Norte came under
attack by the Maratha empire from the early 18th century onwards, the walls of Diu fortress
(by then already the largest of any Portuguese possession in Asia) were refurbished in 1718
(Morais 1997:125). In 1722, the nearby village of Simbhar (Simbor) was annexed by the
Portuguese, but it was lost the following year leaving them with nothing but a military

14Goa Historical Archives, doc. 1376 - `Livro da Província do Norte'.
15The highest political and military authority of the settlement.
16Goa Historical Archives, doc. 10346 - `Matrícula dos degredados de Goa'.
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post at the site.17

In 1736, the dismemberment of the Província do Norte began as the Marathas occupied
the Portuguese regions of Salsette and Tana, in the vicinity of Bombay. The region of Goa
itself as well as Daman were placed under pressure by Maratha forces, but both settle-
ments resisted invasion. In 1739, however, Bassein was taken, which reduced the former
Província do Norte to Daman, Diu and the factory at Surat (Morais 1997:131). Despite
the fact that Diu itself was not under attack by the expanding Marathas, the city was af-
fected by the partial destruction of Portugal's network of in�uence in northwestern India.
Yet, its strategic prominence and fame were not entirely obliterated. Abraham Parsons, a
British traveller to the region in the 1770s made the following assessment of the in�uence
of Portugal in Asia:

while the Portuguese made but little �gure in these parts, for, except Goa and the isle of
Diu, they had no place of consequence on this side of the Cape of Good Hope.

In the late 18th century, the Portuguese authorities felt the need to reinforce the de-
fences of Diu. In 1773, the fortress of Nagoa was built on the southern shore of the island,
outside Diu Town. The French bombardment of the city and the frigate Real Fidelíssima,
in 1796, is proof of the vulnerability ensuing from the decaying power of the Portuguese
in the region. Although the attack lasted for just one day, it revealed that, by this time,
the mainstay of the Portuguese possessions of India was the allied power of the British.
This attack was interpreted as an attempt on the part of the French to acquire a foothold
in the vicinity of Bombay, and the British were concerned to the point of immediately
dispatching warships in defence of the Diuese territorial waters (Xavier 1981).

In 1802, British forces disembarked in Diu, Goa and Daman but, faced with the protests
of the Portuguese authorities, soon received orders from Bombay to depart; according to
Morais (1997), these troops only fully retreat in 1813. In 1837-1838, a political schism
resulted in the brief separation of Daman and Diu from the government of Goa. The re-
mainder of the 19th century appears to have been a period of complete stagnation in Diu,
which was by then reduced to a quiet, isolated outpost of the Estado da Índia, important
as a penal colony and little else.18 Daman, the other remaining possession of the former
Província do Norte, quickly rose to higher prominence than Diu. The asymmetry between
the two is conveniently illustrated by the fact that when the archdiocese of Goa was much
later extended to include the rest of Portuguese India (1928), the o�cial designation for
the new ecclesiastical post was that of `Bishop of Goa and Daman', thus leaving out the
territory of Diu (Morais 1997:197). There are further indications of Daman's supremacy in
the 20th century; whereas a detailed chart of Daman was commissioned in 1914, the same
was only commissioned for Diu in 1951 ((Morais 1997:192, 205). On the other hand, the

17This military post was placed under the supervision of Diu and remained a Portuguese possession
until the Indian occupation of Goa, Daman and Diu in 1961. The fort and small stretch of coastline in
its vicinity, although detached from Diu, remain part of the Union Territory of Daman, Diu, Dadra and
Nagar-Haveli to this day.

18Throughout the 19th century, the British authorities repeatedly attempted to secure the donation of
Goa, Daman and Diu to the East India Company, which the rulers in Goa always refused. In 1839, they
even attempt to buy the territories for 500,000 pounds, to no avail (Morais 1997:163).
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(heroic) history of Diu guaranteed a special place for the island within Portuguese India,
if anything in emotional and symbolic terms. The Museu Real Arqueológico da Índia, the
only such institution in Portuguese India with scope over the whole of it, was founded
there in 1896 and housed at S. Tomé Church. Seven years later, a commission was created
to preserve the archaeological and historical monuments of Diu and, in 1906, the bones of
the heroes of the 16th century sieges were solemnly transferred to the Chapel of Sant'Iago
inside the fort (Morais 1997:189).

3.1.5 Indian integration

With the establishment of the Indian Union, following the independence of `British India' in
1947, there arose a conscience in the new nation that the Portuguese colonies of the subcon-
tinent should be integrated. The government of India attempted to negotiate the transition
of power, but the Portuguese authorities adamantly refused to consider the possibility. The
diplomatic tension between Nehru's India and Salazar's Portugal mounted, leading to the
suppression of the Indian diplomatic representation in Lisbon and the blockade of Goa,
Daman and Diu (1953), the Indian occupation of Dadra and Nagar-Haveli (July 22nd,
1954), and the expulsion of Portuguese diplomats from New Delhi (1955). On December
18th, 1961, the Indian armed forces simultaneously attacked and occupied ill-defended Diu,
Daman and Goa in a military action known as `Operation Vijay'.

Following integration, a Union Territory was created comprising the former Portuguese
possessions. Later, in 1987, Goa achieved statehood and the Union Territory was re-
duced to Daman and Diu, Dadra and Nagar-Haveli (governed from Daman). As such,
the territory nowadays enjoys a special status within India, and in particular towards the
neighbouring state of Gujarat. The island's relative prosperity at present is said to owe
much to this special position. The sale of alcohol to visitors from neighbouring Gujarat (a
dry state, where alcohol sale is severely restricted) is a non-negligible source of income for
Diu, as is a budding (mostly national) tourist industry.

3.2 Social structure and relations

Even though direct references to the social relations in Diu are scarce, there is somewhat
detailed information on the Portuguese policies of colonisation in Asia as well as the groups
composing the society of the Estado da Índia. As such, it is convenient to start by charac-
terising the history of social structure and relations in Portuguese India as a whole, before
discussing to what extent Diuese society corroborates or falls outside the general patterns.
In this section, Estado da Índia refers to the Indian subcontinent alone, as opposed to the
original meaning of the term that included East Africa and the whole of Asia.
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3.2.1 Social structure of the Estado da Índia

As often pointed out concerning Portuguese colonial expansion, intermarriage was in some
areas an o�cial policy.19 India was one such area, where the colonial rulers decided on the
advantages of creating a Eurasian society as a mainstay for political domination. European
women were scarce in the region (see below for a more detailed account), which left as an
only option to encourage intermarriage between the Portuguese settlers and local women.
Afonso de Albuquerque, the �rst Governor of Portuguese India, explicitly encouraged his
men to marry `alg�uas Mouras, mulheres alvas e de bom parecer' [some Muslim women, fair
and good-looking women] converted to Christianity, as opposed to the darker women of
the Malabar coast (v. Boxer 1963:64). To further strengthen the appeal for the creation of
a Eurasian community in the 16th century, a Portuguese soldier who married in India was
allowed to leave the military career and settle. In 1585, the Franciscan friar Fr. Gaspar de
Lisboa attested to the existence of several such families when he wrote

that in East India there are many generations of Gentiles [i.e. Hindus] who in the course
of time adopted the sect of the Moors [i.e. Islam], from which generations descend on the
maternal side many sons of India born here whose fathers, even though honourable Por-
tuguese, married in these parts with Christian women of the land whose grandparents and
great-parents were of those generations, that is, were originally Gentiles who had become
Moors (Fr. Gaspar de Lisboa, letter dated December 14th 1585, quoted in Boxer 1963:42)

As early as 1524, Portuguese men were claimed to be `todos ou a mor parte, casados com
Negras que levam à igreja em cabello muy humtado' (letter of D. Henrique de Menezes
dated October 27th 1524, quoted in Boxer 1963:65), i.e. `all or almost all married to
Negresses20 whom they take to church with very ointed hair'.

Some European families did settle in India, but it is claimed that `there would seldom
be more than a dozen or so of the latter [i.e. women] in a ship which might have six or
eight hundred men. Very few married women went out with (or to rejoin) their husbands,
and most of the relatively few women who made the tedious and di�cult India voyage were
the Órfãs del Rei `Orphans of the King� (Boxer 1984:50). The Órfãs del Rei were young
orphan girls from Portugal sent out to India with government positions as dowries for the
men who would marry them. All in all, however, the contribution of entirely European
families to the Estado da Índia would have been very reduced, even because, as written in
1687, `ainda hoje he rarissimo o parto de mulher Portugueza, em que não morra, a May,
e a criatura' [even today is it still very rare that the labour of a Portuguese woman does
not result in the death of the Mother and the o�spring] (Padre Fernão de Queirós S. J.,
quoted in Boxer 1984:51).

There is ample evidence that the mixed-blood community quickly outgrew the Eu-
ropean population in the Estado da Índia, so much so that an early 17th century writer

19One caveat is in order, concerning the reconstruction of social relations in the Estado da Índia. Many
archival documents register o�cial opinions and intentions, but there may be discrepancies between po-
litical (declared) intention and actual practice. As such, the very documents which provide priceless
information for a reconstruction of social relations in early Portuguese India must be approached critically.

20Within the context of 16th-century Portuguese sources on India, negras `negresses' refers either to the
local women or African women.
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noted that most Portuguese in India had `more relatives in Gujerat than in Trás-os-Montes'
(Diogo do Couto, 1610, quoted in Boxer 1963:78). This community was characterised as
a group apart (for their social position, v. section 3.2.2) both in India and abroad.21 De-
spite the fast rise of a mixed-blood community [in Goa], Boxer (1963:79) describes its later
decline in both status and number, so that in the 20th century they made up a very small
fraction of the Goan population.

Society in Portuguese India was highly strati�ed. As early as 1580, the Jesuit Alessan-
dro Valignano set up a clearly-de�ned typology of the population in which racial extraction
is of paramount importance (see Boxer 1963:62-63). Table 3.2 summarises the structure
described by Valignano.

Description Designation
European-born Portuguese Reinol
Indian-born of entirely European descent �
Child of a European man and a Eurasian woman Castiço
Child of a European man and an Indian woman Mestiço
Indians �

Table 3.2: Social structure of the Estado da Índia, 16th-century, apud Valignano

In some written sources, the term reinol refers only to a European who eventually
returned to Europe, as opposed to those who settled in India, known as casados (Morais
1997:110). The last category in Table 3.2 is extremely broad, standing for a complex
slice of the population made up of several religious groups (Hindus, Muslims, Christians,
Parsis,. . . ) as well as di�erent castes and geographical provenances. In addition, there
is ample evidence that, from very early on, Europeans other than Portuguese settled in
the Estado da Índia. The Archives of the Inquisition of Goa mention several of these; the
following process is transcribed as illustration:

[April 4th, 1650]

Luis Fino ou da Criu fraçes de Nação, nat da Cidade de Paris, e residente nesta de Goa por
se passar a seita de Calvino (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo; Conselho Geral do Santo
Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no1)

21One of the missionaries martyrised in Japan in 1597 was an Indo-Portuguese from Bassein (Morais
1997:79); according to a 1686 census reported in Chaudenson (2001: 99), 12 out of 36 families headed by a
Frenchman in Bourbon (Réunion) had as a wife `a "Portuguese from the Indies", i.e., an "Indo-Portuguese,
of mixed blood"'. Note the following 1710 description of a Bourbonnais family, in which the wife's name
includes both a clear allusion to her provenance and a Portuguese surname (Pereira):

Louis Caron is a Lower Breton aged 68, a notorious and severe drunk . . . who, apart from
the liquor, is a very honest man, though without education. . . . His wife is Monique Péreire
Indienne [i.e. Indian], who is conceited, like all the women of that country, though she is
unsophisticated and uneducated. (quoted in Chaudenson 2001: 68)
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`Luis Fino or da Criu french by Nation, born in the City of Paris, and dwelling in this of Goa
[trialed] for adopting the Calvinist sect'

It is important to understand that the military forces which established Portuguese
domination along the coasts of the Indian Ocean were incredibly cosmopolitan.22 In this
respect, Pissarra (2002:35) is particularly explicit. He says, concerning the Portuguese
forces stationed at Chaul by the time of the 1508 Egyptian-led attack:

A armada portuguesa é uma babel onde se fala uma trintena de idiomas, com destaque para
as línguas ibéricas, para o alemão e para o �amengo. Bem representadas estão também as
línguas locais e africanas; e ainda o francês e o inglês. Fora estes grupos maioritários, servem
a bordo genoveses, �orentinos, gregos e albaneses; uma legião de mercenários e escravos com
que D. Manuel preenche a crónica falta de gente.

`The Portuguese armada is a babel in which some thirty languages are spoken, with promi-
nence of the iberian languages, german and �emish. The local and african languages are also
well represented; and also french and english. Apart from these majority groups, we �nd
genoese, �orentines, greeks and albanians serving aboard; a legion of mercenaries and slaves
with which king D. Manuel attempts to resolve the chronicle lack of manpower.'

The presence of Indians in ship crews and military forces is not neglectable, even as
early as this. The groups most often named in Portuguese sources are the `Malavares',i.e.
inhabitants of the coast of Malabar (roughly correponding to modern-day Kerala), and
later also the `Canarins', i.e. inhabitants of the Kanara and Konkan coastal stretch where
Goa is located. In the 1509 Battle of Diu, the 1600-strong Portuguese expeditionary force
assembled at Cananor is said to have included 400 malabares. Later, the 1521 armada
aimed at conquering Diu included 3600 soldiers, 1450 of which are counted as Portuguese
and over 2000 as `malabares e canarins' (Araújo 2008:128). The chronicler João de Barros
provides the following description of the 1530 armada sent to attempt the conquest of Diu:

Nesta ilha de Bombaim se fez resenha geral da gente que ia na armada, & acharãose tres mil
& quinhentos & sesenta & tantos hom�es de peleja, contando os Capitães, mil & quatrocentos
& cinquoenta & tantos hom�es do mar Portugueses com os Pilotos & Mestres, dous mil &
tantos Malavares & Canarijs de Goa, oito mil escravos hom�es que pudião pelejar, quatro
mil marinheiros da terra �q remavão, & mais de oitocentos mareantes dos juncos. (Barros
1615:book 4, ch. XII)

`The general count of the people in the armada was done on this island of Bombay, �nding
some three thousand �ve hundred men of arms, including the Captains, some one thousand
four hundred Portuguese seamen including the pilots and shipmasters, some two thousand
Malavares and Goan Canarijs, eight thousand male slaves who could �ght, four thousand
local seamen who rowed, and more than eight hundred seamen of the junks.'

22When Barros (1615:book 8, ch.VI) describes the episode of the murder of sultan Bahadur, he makes
explicit reference to `hum bombardeiro dos nossos Framengo' [one of our bombardiers, a Flemish]), a man
punished for attempting to steal from an inhabitant of Diu.
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Given the involvement of all these communities in the a�airs of the Estado, it is clear
that a typology such as Valignano's (Table 3.2) fails to account for the heterogeneous
make-up of the population of Portuguese India. One factor that contributed for such
heterogeneity is that of the relative ease of movement between the vast territories of the
Estado da Índia. In this case, the wider meaning of the expression is warranted as pop-
ulation movement is recorded not only between settlements on the Indian subcontinent
but also involving other areas of Asia and Africa. The records of the Inquisition of Goa
are a convenient source of information regarding these migrations, as both the birthplace
and residence of those involved in a process are registered. The following entries exemplify
movements within the Indian territories of the Estado as well as from India towards a
di�erent region:

[April 3rd/4th, 1650]

`Miguel [?], ou dos Anjos, casta guzarate, teçelão, nat da fortaleza de Dio, e morador em
Bandorá, penitenciado que foi no auto de 1641 [. . . ]' (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo;
Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no1)

`Miguel [?], or dos Anjos, caste gujarati, weaver, born in the fortress of Diu, and dwelling in
Bandorá23, formerly sentenced in 1641'

[October 16th, 1695]

`Fricamo Gentio Guzarate nr.al, e caz.o na fortz.a de Dio, m.or em Mossambique.' (Arquivo
Nacional da Torre do Tombo; Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no6)

`Fricamo Gujarati Gentile born, and married in the fortress of Diu, dwelling in Mozambique'

African slaves were also brought into the Estado da Índia. Descriptions of Goa in the
17th century speak of an incredible abundance of slaves, but this city (the main slave
trading emporium of Portuguese Asia) was clearly an outlier among the territories of the
Estado. Pinto (1992:26) quotes Gemelli-Careri's report of his visit to Goa in 1695, in which
he says `[t]here are also an abundance of Cafres and Blacks; for there are Portuguese that
keep thirty or forty, and the least six or twelve'. Similarly high �gures are also provided
in sources pertaining to the religious orders in Goa, the most impressive of which is a
complaint by the residents of the Convent of Santa Mónica in Old Goa (unknown date)
that their 120 slaves were insu�cient, to which is added that even single individuals could
have `�fteen or twenty female slaves, or 26 women and girls, while a juiz ordinario or a
desembargador held 85 female slaves... and some rich ladies over three hundred' (Pinto
1992:27).

According to certain accounts, slaves could be found even in minor Portuguese settle-
ments; Bocarro (1635) wrote, concerning Agaçaim (in the vicinity of Bassein)

a um quarto de légua dela, está uma povoação de uma rua somente, lançada de norte a sul,
que tem trinta moradores portugueses, [. . . ] com poucos escravos

23The former possession of Bandorá, presently called Bandra, is nowadays an area in central Mumbai.
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Male Female Birthplace Age
1 X Africa 13
2 X Daman 8
3 X Daman 6
4 X Daman 4
5 X Africa 35
6 X Daman 1
7 X Daman 14
8 X Africa 68
9 X Africa 35
10 X Africa 48
11 X Daman 20
12 X Daman 14
13 X Daman 16
14 X Daman 8
15 X Africa 75
16 X Africa 60
17 X Daman 13
18 X Africa 14
19 X Africa 30
20 X Daman 14
21 X Daman 5
22 X Daman 3
23 X Daman 5 months
24 X Africa 60
25 X Africa 35
26 X Daman 3
27 X Africa 28
28 X Africa 60
29 X Daman 20
30 X Daman 18
31 X Daman 38
32 X Africa 25
33 X Daman 15
34 X Daman 8

Table 3.3: Registry of slaves in Daman, 1855
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`a quarter of a league away from it, there is a village with one street only, drawn from north
to south, which has thirty portuguese dwellers, [. . . ] with few slaves'

While some of Bocarro's claims are rather general, he did advance an average of slaves
per colonial household while discussing the city of Bassein. As a caveat, it must be stressed
that this was a large and prosperous city, and the �gure here may not be extensible to the
whole of the Estado da Índia. He wrote

[o]s casados que haverá nesta cidade, brancos serão quatrocentos os mais deles �dalgos, com
pretos cristãos virão fazer seiscentos e todos terão uns pelos outros três escravos cada um.
(Bocarro 1635)

`the casados dwelling in this city must be four hundred whites, most of them noblemen, and
with the christian blacks it must come six hundred, and all of them must have in average
three slaves each'

Slavery was abolished in Portugal in 1836, but there are slave registries in Portuguese
India dated 1855 for Daman and Diu. The registry for Diu24 was set up but never �lled
in. On the other hand, that of Daman25 is complete and gives concrete �gures on the slave
population of the city in the mid-19th c. The information contained in the manuscript is
given in Table 3.3.

The owner of each slave is also indicated in the registry, revealing that they were
distributed over just 12 households in groups never larger than 6; half of the households
counted only 1 or 2 slaves. The distribution of slaves per household is given in Table 3.4.

Master nr. Nr. of slaves
1 1
2 6
3 5
4 2
5 3
6 1
7 5
8 1
9 2
10 1
11 3
12 4

TOTAL 12 34

Table 3.4: Distribution of slaves per household, 1855

It is also interesting to notice that 46.5% of the slaves were locally-born, all of them
under the age of 38. They were probably the children of the African-born slaves registered.

24Goa Historical Archives, doc. 2981 - Registo dos Escravos da Cidade de Diu, 1855.
25Goa Historical Archives, doc. 2979 - Registo dos Escravos da Cidade de Damão, 1855.
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Another implication, not without consequence, is that children born to slave parents were
considered slaves. This is also clear from certain earlier descriptions of Portuguese settle-
ments in India. A traveller in Goa, Mandelslo, reported in 1638-1639 (quoted in Chauhan
1995:230):

Most of the Portuguese have many slaves of both sexes whom they employ not only about
their persons but also upon any other business they are capable of, for what they get, comes
into the master. Whence it comes that handsome wenches are sought after, to be employed
in the selling of fruits and such commodities as the Portuguese send to market, to the end
their beauty might draw in customers. Their keeping as to diet stands them in very little.
The children born between slaves belong to the master, unless the father will redeem them
within eight or ten days after they are born.

Additionally, Thevenot's late 18th-century description of Daman states that `the Por-
tuguese have slaves there of both sexes, which work and procreate only for their Masters,
to whom the Children belong, to be disposed of at pleasure' (quoted in Pinto 1992:28).

According to Boxer (1963:55-57), although slave trade across the Indian Ocean never
approached the trans-Atlantic magnitude, it �ourished in the 18th century and included
both male and female slaves. In the early 19th century, `the common term throughout the
East for an African slave was a "Mosambiquer"' (Boxer 1963:56). The census reported in
Table 3.3 indicates that the African-born slaves were originally from the Rios de Cuama
region, which refers to the Zambezi river delta in Mozambique. It is clear that most of
the slaves sold in Asia were therefore from the general area corresponding to modern-
day Mozambique, and this is con�rmed, albeit relatively late, in a decree issued by the
Portuguese authorities in 1816 ruling that the only slaving vessels allowed should be those
`que se destinarem a fazer o Commercio de Escravos nos pórtos da Cósta Oriental de Africa,
comprehendidos entre o 10.mo e 25.o graus de Latitude Austral' [destined to trade slaves
in the ports of the Eastern Coast of Africa between the 10th and 25th degrees of latitude
south].26

The Archives of the Inquisition of Goa include several processes involving cafres (from
the Arabic (ka�r) `in�del'), a term common among the Portuguese to refer to a black
person:

[December 3rd, 1651]

Jorge, em gentio Hiamata cafre natural dos rios de Cuama, e morador nesta cidade por ar-
renegar da nossa santa fée, e blasfemar contra a pureza de nossa senhora, passandose a seita
de Calvino e a de Mafamede em terra de mouros. (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo;
Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no1)

`Jorge, Hiamata in gentile, born at the rivers of Cuama, and dwelling in this city [Goa] for
denying our holy faith and say blasphemy against the purity of our lady, adopting the sect
of Calvin and that of Mohammed in a moorish land.'

26Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo - Junta do Comércio, Maço 62, Caixa 204. The latitudes men-
tioned limited the Portuguese possessions in the East coast of Africa and correspond quite closely to the
northern and southern borders of modern Mozambique.
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This brief survey illustrated the heterogeneity of the population residing in Portuguese
India throughout its history. The following section explains the social relations which ob-
tained in the territory.

3.2.2 Social relations in the Estado da Índia

In Portuguese India, the European rulers imposed a hierarchy they themselves headed,
even though many of the settlers were people of low rank in Portugal. Many of the �rst
colonialists were soldiers or servants of the ships who were encouraged to marry and settle
in India. A ship bound for India `with a crew of 120 men and boys usually carried at least
400 or 500 soldiers sent out for service in the East'; whereas during the 16th century most
of these were volunteers and a fraction of criminals or convicts, by the following century
`the majority of the men who were sent to India were not veteran soldiers, but raw recruits
taken from the streets and the plough, or convicted criminals collected from the jails and
lock-ups' (Boxer 1984:49-50). The social extraction of many among the settlers was the
cause of concern or contempt on the part of some of the noblest or most educated among
the Europeans. When Ormuz was lost in battle in 1622, for instance, the priest Manuel
Severim de Faria was quick to attribute the disaster to the low `quality' of the soldiers,
described as men coming from prison and with no faith in God (Morais 1997:93).

On an earlier stage of Portuguese domination, condemnation of the ungoverned licen-
tiousness of the European men was frequent, in particular on the part of the Christian
authorities.27 Besides the `recognised' o�spring of mixed descent, part of the mixed blood
community must have consisted of the children of illicit relationships. It is not clear
whether or not this fact weighed in the Europeans' opinion of the Luso-Asian community,
but even as this grew in number and identity, they were not always well-received into the
ranks of the colonialists. In 1580, Valignano advised against taking mestiços and castiços
into religious orders on account of the European's lack of esteem for them. He also claimed
that Indians were unsuited for admittance into the Jesuit ranks

both because all these dusky races are very stupid and vicious, and of the basest spirits, and
likewise because the Portuguese treat them with the greatest contempt, and even among the
inhabitants of the country they are little esteemed in comparison with the Portuguese. As
for the mestiços and castiços, we should receive either few or none at all; especially with
regard to the mestiços, since the more native blood they have, the more they resemble the
Indians and the less they are esteemed by the Portuguese (Valignano 1580, quoted in Boxer
1963:62-63)

Western though Valignano's position may be, his remarks present a hierarchy of prestige
headed by the Portuguese, followed by the castiços, then the mestiços and �nally the
Indians. It is also interesting to notice the claim that this structure was valid from the
perspective of the local population. Although Valignano may not have been particularly

27Father Lancilotto, as early as 1550 complained that many of the settlers had the habit of sleeping with
several of their female slaves, and gave Malacca as an example (quoted in Boxer 1963:60-61).
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quali�ed to make such an assertion, the claim ties in very well with the structure of most
postcolonial societies.

In 1585 Fr. Gaspar de Lisboa wrote much more favourably about the people of mixed-
descent and about how numerous they were. He said, concerning the mestiços and castiços
whose ancestry included Muslims, that `this is so common here in these parts, that it
is no reproach whatever to those sons of India, nor to their Portuguese fathers however
honourable they may be, nor is it regarded as a bar to any human honour and dignity, nor
up to now has it been the cause of any danger to the faith' (quoted in Boxer 1963:63-64).

The pride the people of mixed descent took in their European lineage led to an often
noticed rivalry between mestiços and Indians. Writing in 1963, Boxer (1963:80-81) still
felt this rivalry to persist in Goa, embittered with the increasing `impoverishment of the
former class [the mestiços] and the growth of the latter [the Canarins, i.e., the locals] in
bureaucratic power and in�uence during the nineteenth century'. The disbandment of the
Army in Portuguese India, in 1871, was particularly resented by the mestiços, as it had
ensured many of them a job and a position of relative superiority.

Throughout the history of the Estado da Índia, the temporal and religious powers
were often antagonistic. The Jesuits became particularly in�uential in the East ever since
Francis Xavier began his missionary work in Asia in 1542. According to Newitt (2005:132),
the Jesuits' means of achieving power in the Estado da Índia had a lot to do with their
ability to provide education for the ruling classes. It comes as no surprise that their work
in India speci�cally involved opening colleges in all `the major centres of Portuguese power
in India, starting with Goa and then rapidly extending to the Província do Norte'.

In addition, the views of the temporal and religious spheres of power concerning the
local population were far from homogeneous. The sources available for a description of the
social relations in the Estado da Índia suggest the treatment of the Indians or Eurasians
was hardly ever linear. The myth of the absence of colour-bar in Portuguese expansion
must be taken with great scepticism, as advised by several historians (Boxer 1963:56),
though it may partly apply to (or be based on) the issue of intermarriage when compared
to the colonial histories of other European powers. It is not easy to grasp what the overall
attitude towards people of mixed parentage, locals or slaves was throughout the Estado
da Índia; it is likewise di�cult to abstract a single Portuguese take on racial (in)equality.
Newitt puts these issues in perspective by pointing out the heterogeneity and, to some
extent, improvising nature of the Portuguese enterprise in Asia. He writes that

just as there were two, partly independent forces creating Portuguese expansion - o�cial
enterprises and the uno�cial diaspora - so con�icting and interacting attitudes to identity
emerged. One upheld the primacy of white, European-born and Old Christian Portuguese
[. . . ] while the other recognised the Portuguese identity of all those who converted to Chris-
tianity, adopted certain symbols of Portugueseness (like the wearing of a hat) or who could
claim descent from a Portuguese. Between these polar opposites were many intermediate
positions, and issues of race, religion and identity remained in a state of permanent dialectic
with one another. (Newitt 2005: 257)

Discrepancy between intention and practice on a political level is also quite obvious.
In many instances, it is possible to recognise o�cial attempts at reconciling colonial dom-
ination with the integration of the local population and traditions. In 1557, for example,
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native Goans were granted the same rights as the Portuguese, a proclamation soon ex-
tended to the whole of Portuguese India (Morais 1997:57, 66). At a later stage, in 1761,
positive discrimination laws were passed in order to promote the access of Indians to local
positions (Morais 1997:139). In the 18th century, the Marquis of Pombal tried to enforce
a lay policy of racial equality, also promoting respect for native customs and traditions
and making it a criminal o�ence to use insulting terms directed at Indians; nonetheless,
while this enlightened edict was promulgated in 1761, it was only made public in Goa in
1774. Boxer (1963:74) interprets the contrast between the swift application of all other
laws passed by the Marquis and this particular instance as evidence of `how deeply the feel-
ing of racial superiority was implanted in the Portuguese colonial authorities'. Whereas
Indians were present in the administration of the Estado da Índia by the 19th century,
there were strong protests when two of them were nominated in 1822 to participate in the
Cortes (legislative assemblies) in Portugal.

The accusations of abuse on the part of the administration also come from very early
on. Writings by authors such as Gaspar Correia (mid-16th century) and in particular Diogo
do Couto with his Diálogo do Soldado Prático (circa 1571) are very severe in denouncing
corruption in Portuguese India. An interesting case is that of the accusations against the
viceroy Conde de Ega, which resulted in his arrest for power abuse; he was posthumously
proven innocent (Morais 1997:140, 141), but the episode is indicative of the attempts
at controlling corruption in colonial administration. This type of abuse was a common
cause of dissatisfaction among the inhabitants of Portuguese India; in reality, Portuguese
expansion in Asia saw the explosion of several rebellions (e.g. Batticaloa in 1568, Barcelor
in 1582, Timor towards the end of the 18th century,. . . ). In 1787, the so-called Conjuração
dos Pintos shook Goa itself (Morais 1997:146).

Evangelisation was announced as a primary aim of Portuguese colonial expansion from
its very onset, and it received a new impulse with the institution of the Padroado Por-
tuguês28 by the Pope (Morais 1997:36). Although it was not the �rst diocese in India, Goa
received the epithet of Igreja Metropolitana e Primaz das Índias `Metropolitan and Primate
Church of the Indies' in 1558 and became the centre of Catholic evangelisation for the whole
of Asia. The Roman Catholic Church in India itself sported contradictions when it came
to the integration of the local population. On the one hand, the religious structure ful�lled
a social role, conveniently illustrated by the nomination of a Pai dos Cristãos `Father of
the Christians' responsible for preventing abuse against Indians in Goan prisons in 1565
or the development of educational infrastructures; on the other hand, the Catholic Church
strongly resisted accepting Indians or people of mixed descent into important ecclesiastical
positions until, by command of Rome and faced with a lack of European vocations, their

28The Portuguese Patronage was �rst delineated in 1442. This papal attribution made Portugal re-
sponsible for all religious activities in the territories it reached during navigation and exploration, from
the Arabian Peninsula to Japan (see Araújo 2008:12�), including the nomination of church o�cials and
administration of its patrimony (Sá 2004:15). Later on, since the foundation in Rome of the Congregation
for the Propagation of the Faith (Sacra Congregatio de Propaganda Fide) in 1662, con�icts ensued between
the Holy See and Portugal concerning the exact jurisdiction of the Padroado. Despite successive limitations
and negotiations, Portugal retained the right to exercise religious power in some of the areas over which
it had lost political and economic control - such was the case of modern-day Maharasthra, Karnataka,
Kerala and Tamil Nadu, whose dioceses remained under the jurisdiction of the archbishop of Goa until
1886 (Mangalore, Bombay, Quilon and Madurai) and even later (Cochin and Meliapor).
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position had to change in the 18th century (Boxer 1963:65-69).
The criticism that the Church was ready to accept baptisms of convenience rather than

conversion arose from within its own ranks. The Jesuit missionary Nicolao Lancilotto,
writing from Quilon in 1550, said

since the inhabitants of these countries are very miserable, poor, and cowardly, some were
baptized through fear, others through worldly gain, and others for �lthy and disgusting rea-
sons which I need not mention. [. . . ] Many people come in order to be baptized, and I
ask them why they want to become Christians. Some reply because the lord of the land
tyrannizes and oppresses them, and others reply that they must become Christians because
they have nothing to eat. (Lancilotto 1550, quoted in Boxer 1963:59-60)

Conversion was several times promoted by means of discriminatory legislation (cf. Boxer
1961); in 1581, a law o�ered tax reduction for a period of 20 years for anyone who con-
verted. Religious dominance became increasingly more repressive, culminating with the
establishment of the Inquisition in Goa in 1560. This court lasted until 1812, with a short
interruption by order of the Marquis of Pombal, and had jurisdiction over the whole of the
Estado. The Goan Inquisition attempted to entirely forbid the practice of native religious
rituals through an edict released in 1736, but the political power overruled it (at least with
respect to the territory of Goa) a few years later. This is not the only evidence of clashes
between the intents of the Church and the colonial government. Morais' list of achieve-
ments by the Viceroy D. Luís de Ataíde by 1578 include having been able to `moderar
os excessos praticados pelo clero e pelo Santo Ofício, que eram a causa da emigração dos
indígenas' [moderate the excesses of the clergy and the Inquisition, which were the cause
of indigenous emigration] (Morais 1997:69). The repression of the Inquisition, with its
limitations on religious freedom and consequent emigration of the population, is variously
singled out as a reason for the decline of the Estado da Índia as a whole (Leão 1996:138).
The Archives of the Inquisition of Goa do attest to the extension of its in�uence, as they
include cases referring to the Indian territories of the Estado da Índia as well as others in
East Africa and Asia - various examples are quoted above, and see also 3.2.3.

A surprising result of evangelisation in Goa (but apparently nowhere else) was the
emergence of a system of Christian castes as a compromise between Christianity and the
indigenous social structures. The Christians were divided over �ve hierarchically organised
castes; re�ecting the Hindu tradition, these were headed by the Brahmin, followed by the
Chardos, Sudras, Corumbins and Farazes (cf. Boxer 1963:75-76). Intermarriage was not
permitted between the di�erent castes and, although the Catholic Brahmin claimed and
enjoyed superiority, the Chardos disputed their protagonism.

3.2.3 Focus on Diu

Despite over four centuries of Portuguese rule, a recent anthropological survey of Diu has
found it to be `an extension of Kathiawad cultural zone which in�uences language, dress
patterns, food habits, customs and practices and other cultural elements' (Singh et al.
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1994:5).29 Such continuity with the cultural panorama of the region is not surprising, in
particular as the history of the colony suggests a relatively low degree of cultural inter-
vention on the part of the rulers. In fact, although colonial rule was successfully enforced
in the territory (and perhaps because this enforcement was particularly challenging, see
3.1.2), the native population retained a high degree of in�uence.

One of the communities most central throughout the history of Diu are the Banyans
(Vania)30, who were not circumscribed to the Gujarat region but particularly dominant
there.31 The Diuese trade before Portuguese rule and also afterwards depended heavily on
the local Banyan traders, who were widely respected as entrepreneurs. Bocarros's account
of the prosperity of Diu is very eloquent:

Um destes gentios tem hum lugar que chamão Capitão dos Baneanes, que serve como seu
procurador em todas as materias que lhe são necessarias e com quem se tratão tambem as
tocantes a elles. [. . . ] ha entre elles alguns muito ricos e, se forão favorecidos e ajudados,
fora esta h�ua das populozas cidades do mundo. (Bocarro 1635)

29Kathiawad is an old appelation of the southern area of the peninsula of Gujarat, which has now been
replaced by (and included in) the designation of Saurashtra, see Map 3.1.

30Unlike other communities, the Banyan designation is not strictly bound to a religious group. As
Vardarjan (1989:373) explains,

Vanias could be Meshri-Hindu, or Shravak-Jains, the latter being more numerous. Unlike
Decanni Jains, those of Gujarat abstained from agriculture. Their prime occupation was,
therefore, trade. [. . . ] In 1646 it was reckoned that 30,000 Vanias were residents of Portuguese
India for whom the headquarter was located at Diu.

31Many Banyans settled in Mozambique even before the end of the 17th century, under the protection of
the Jesuits. They were extremely unpopular among most, including the political administration, and their
commercial prowess bitterly resented. Their activity was made easier by the royal decree of 1775, which
made the trade of Mozambique free for all the inhabitants of Portuguese Asia in an attempt at refreshing
trade along the coasts of East Africa.

tendo consideraçaõ a que os meyos, e di�erentes administrações, com que até aqui se tem
procurado adiantar o commercio de Moçambique, e mais terras da Africa Oriental, sujeitas
ao meu Real Dominio, naõ tem sido bastantes a conseguir hum �m taõ importante [. . . ] Hey
por bem extinguir a fórma, porque actualmente se faz este Commercio, e administraçaõ, que
se tinha concedido ao Conselho da Fazenda do estado da India, e ordenar, que da publicaçaõ
deste em diante �que o Commercio sobredito de Moçambique, e dos mais pórtos, e lugares
da sua dependencia, livre para todos os moradores de Goa, e das mais partes, e terras da
Asia Portugueza (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo, Junta do Comércio, Maço 62, Caixa
203)

`considering that the means and di�erent administration with which we have hitherto at-
tempted to further the trade of Mozambique, and other lands of East Africa which are under
my Royal Domain, have not been su�cient to achieve such important an aim [. . . ] I have
decided to extinguish the way in which presently we do this trade and administration, which
had been assigned to the Council of the Treasury of the state of India, and to decree that
from this publication onwards the abovementioned trade of Mozambique, and further ports
and the places under its jurisdiction, be free to all the inhabitants of Goa and further areas
and lands of Portuguese Asia'
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`One of these gentiles has a position called Capitain of the Banyans, who functions as their
representative in all matters necessary to them and with whom to deal in what concerns
them. [. . . ] there are among them some who are very rich and, if they were favoured and
supported, this would be one of the populous cities of the world.'

One 17th-century dispute recorded in archival material attests to the role of the Diuese
Banyans. In 1686, the viceroy Francisco de Távora visited Diu to hear the complaints
of the Banyans; his ensuing proclamation, e�ectively bashing the colonial administration
and transferring economic responsibility onto the Banyans, is particularly indicative of the
prestige this community enjoyed in the territory:

para evitar as queixas que havia das oppreçoens que os capitães desta praça farião aos mer-
cadores dellas com excessivos emprestimos q lhes pedião para seus comerçios, ordenou que
daqui em diante não houvesse capitães nesta praça, e o governo das armas della se encar-
regarão a hum Castellão, e no tocante as comercio p.a o porto de moss.e e mais partes correria
por conta dos dittos Baneanes, os quais para o d.e efeito formarião entre sy sua comp.a em
que entrarião os homs de neg.o e mercadores que quisessem (Goa Historical Archives, doc.
1376 - Livro da Província do Norte)

`to avoid the complaints there were concerning the oppression of the captains of this town
towards its merchants with excessive loans they asked for their commerce, he ordered that
from now on there should be no captains in this town, and the government of arms should
be given to a castellão, and with respect to commerce for the ports of mozambique and other
areas, this should be controlled by the said Banyans, who for the e�ect would form among
themselves their own company of which would take part the businessmen and merchants who
so wished'

The Viceroy's call was attended; the Diuese Banyans did indeed organise a Junta de
Comércio (a commercial company) in 1695 and therefore retained their role as the mainstay
of the island's economy. A particular section of Diu Town is still known as Bairro dos
Baneanes `Banyan Quarter', as recorded in Map 3.3 (1865).

The Diuese population is nowadays overwhelmingly Hindu, and this appears to have
been the case in the 16th century even though the ruling predecessor of the Portuguese
(the Sultan of Gujarat) was Muslim. Bocarro explains that

Tem alem disto a cidade de Dio dos muros da povoação para dentro, hua grande povoação
de gentios, a maior parte casta guzarates, e alguns judeus brancos, e mouros, [. . . ] que serão
oje tres mil fogos, avendo ja sido dez mil. (Bocarro 1635)

`The city of Diu has, besides these [i.e., the Christians and their slaves], a great gentile pop-
ulation within the walls, most of whom of gujarati caste, and some white jews, and moors,
[. . . ] today it must have some three thousand dwellings, having been ten thousand earlier.'

The Muslim community precedes the arrival of the Portuguese, as testi�ed by the age of
the main Mosque, known as Jami Masjid. It is striking that, in contrast with the professed
antagonism between the Portuguese and Muslims, Diu should retain such an old Mosque
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Figure 3.3: Map of Diu Town by Lopes Mendes (1865)
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but, as explained in 3.1.2, the conquest of Diu was particularly painstaking and, on the
other hand, safeguarding religious integrity was a precondition for the Portuguese to be
allowed into Diu. As Shokoohy (2003:2) puts it, `[t]he open hostility against the Muslims
does not, however, seem to have been the case in Diu which at the beginning was part of
the sultanate of Gujarat, and later close to the territory of the great Mughals, with whom
the Portuguese preferred to sustain a friendly relationship, as well as lucrative trade'. In
addition, the island's historical trading links included a heavy participation of Muslim
traders. Muslim trade in the region was allowed to continue under Portuguese supervision.

The reference to a Jewish community, though explicit in Bocarro, is somewhat prob-
lematic. On the one hand, there are are further references to their existence (notice the
label Fabrica de Vinho Judeu32 `Jewish Wine Factory' in Map 3.3), and their presence
in as dynamic a trading location as Diu is not at all unlikely. Despite these indications,
Shokoohy (2003:2) doubts that there would have been a Jewish community when the Por-
tuguese took Diu. On the other hand, Orta (1563) is very clear when he claims that the
Portuguese had the habit of mistakenly calling `Jews' to the `Parsis', who were numerous
in the kingdom of Cambay.

One cannot be certain of the veracity of the hypotehsis, but if indeed Bocarro's `Jews'
refer to `Parsis', that would explain why he seems to have failed to notice such an important
section of the population. As a matter of fact, the Parsis have a very special connection with
the island. According to Parsi tradition (established in the Kisse-i-Sanjan, the epic account
of the Parsi migration from Persia to India), Diu was the �rst port of call of the Zoroastrians
in India during their �ight. They resided there for nearly 20 years before settling in Sanjan
across the Gulf of Cambay (see Map 3.1), around 775 AD. Attesting to their long-standing
presence in the territory, a complex of abandoned Towers of Silence remains near the
southern coastline, and Diu Town also encloses a Zoroastrian Fire Temple. Map 3.3 clearly
marks their area of residence as Bo dos Persas, i.e. `Persian [Parsi] Neighbourhood'. The
houses in this area of town, which `compare with the �nest Portuguese buildings and
residences of the rich Banyan (merchant) Hindus' (Shokoohy 2003:5), still testify to the
wealth of this community. The last Parsis are said to have left Diu around 1950, when
they ceded the de-consecrated Fire Temple to the diocese. The building nowadays houses
the Convent of St. Anne, where nuns run an infants' school.

Map 3.3, as well as other maps even earlier to this one, show a town where di�erent
socio-religious groups coexist but occupy di�erent areas. As observed by Dias (2002), after
a study of 17th-century cartography,

No plano puramente urbanístico, parece poder perceber-se que havia duas comunidades sep-
aradas, nos extremos, a hindu e a portuguesa, esta dentro da fortaleza, ou castelo, a outra na
praça, houve a tentativa de criar um espaço comum, ao longo do rio, virado a Gogola, entre
o baluarte de São Mateus e o baluarte da Madre de Deus.

32Judeu appears to have been the designation of a type of wine, and it is therefore unclear whether or
not the expression Fabrica de Vinho Judeu implies the presence of Jews who produced it locally. Quadros
(1899:98) clari�es that `[o] judeu é distillado da jagra de canna e das folhas e �ôres d'uma planta denominada
daury, da qual se servem os tintureiros para preparar tintas' [the judeu is distilled from cane jaggery and
the leaves and �owers of a plant called daury, which the dyers use to prepare their dyes].
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`On merely urbanistic grounds, one seems to realise there were two separate communities, at
the extreme ends, the hindu and the portuguese, this one inside the fort, or castle, and the
other one in town, there was an attempt to create a common space, along the river facing
Goghla, between the São Mateus bulwark and the Madre de Deus bulwark.'

The Christian population remains, to this day, mostly concentrated in the oriental
section of Diu Town, around the churches of São Paulo `St. Paul's' and São Tomé `St.
Thomas�. The history of the settlement (see sections 3.1.2 and 3.1.3) makes it clear that,
at �rst, the Portuguese and their religion were strictly con�ned to the fort. It was not
until after the second siege of Diu that the Christian community began to establish itself
outside the fort and toward the existing town. There was a �urry of church-building activ-
ity outside the walls at the turn of the 16th century, which probably indicates a period of
great development for the Christian community in this area of the city: the church of São
Tomé dos Apóstolos was consecrated in 1598, the Colágio do Espírito Santo (including the
church presently known as St. Paul's) was �nished in 1606, and the Carmelite Convent
of São José soon after 1612. The process of physical transfer from the fort onto the town
was already very much advanced in 1635, when Bocarro produced the following description:

Mostrão-ce dentro dos muros desta fortaleza grandes ruinas de muitas cazas que nella avia,
muy nobres e fermozas, de dous ou tres sobrados, onde antiguamente moravão muitos caza-
dos portuguezes com suas familias, os quaes, pella ma vizinhança que lhe fazião os capitães
da fortaleza com seus criados e parentes, largarão as ditas cazas e se paçarão a viver fora,
deixando-as cair e chegar aquele estado.

`Inside the walls of this fortress one can see big ruins of many houses which used to be in
it, very noble and beautiful, two or three storeys high, where in the past many portuguese
cazados used to live with their families, which, because of the bad company of the captains of
the fortress with their servants and family members, abandoned the said houses and began
to live outside, allowing them to fall and reach that disrepair.'

The Christian town seems to have spread right outside the fortress walls but, as this
posed considerable di�culties for the defence of the territory, the inspectors sent on a
mission to the Província do Norte in 1633 ordered, among other things, that 130 houses
in the vicinity of the fort should be demolished. This created a physical void of some two
kilometres between the fort and the town, which remains to this day.

The survival of the temples of various di�erent cults is rather striking, particularly given
the recorded religious intolerance of the Portuguese authorities in other territories of the
Estado da Índia. It is a well-known fact that, in terms of religious and racial (in)tolerance,
Diu constituted something of an exception (see Bragança Pereira 1938:393). In the second
half of the 16th century, with the installation of the Inquisition and under Jesuit in�uence,

the heat was turned on the Hindus and Buddhists in Portuguese Asia, as it had previously
been on the Muslims. With the notable exception of Diu, wherever else the Portuguese exer-
cised e�ective power in India and Ceylon, they destroyed the Hindu and Buddhist temples,
suppressed the public exercise of all religions other than the Roman Catholic form of Chris-
tianity (Boxer 1963:81; my italics)
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It is important to realise that the Muslim community was politically dominant in Diu
(even though possibly not so in demographic terms) when the Portuguese took control
of the territory. The various treaties established with the Sultan of Gujarat aiming at
protecting the integrity of the Muslim community and their interests on the island (see
section 3.1.2) is in fact in stark contrast with the violent animosity towards Muslims which
characterised the actions of the Portuguese in the Indian Ocean. This is quite explicit
in the letter sent from the king D. Manuel I to the viceroy D. Francisco de Almeida in
1505. With commercial as well as propagandistic intentions, he ordered, concerning So�ala,

[. . . ] e os dittos mouros catyvares e aos naturaes da terra nam fares dano asy em suas pessoas
como em suas fazendas, porque todo queremos que seja guardado, dezendolhe que os ditos
mouros que mandamos catyuar e tomar todo ho seu o mandamos asy fazer por serem imiguos
da nosa samta fee catholica e com eles teermos contynuadamente guerra (Regimento for D.
Francisco de Almeida, quoted in Boxer 1963:42)

`and you shall capture the said moors, and as for the natives of the land you shall not harm
their persons as well as their belongings, telling them that we order the said moors to be
captured and deprived of their belongings because they are enemies of our holy catholic faith
and we are in continuous war with them'

The relative isolation of Diu with respect to the other Portuguese territories, the dif-
�culty of the process of domination and paci�cation, as well as its high commercial value
and the essential role of various communities for the island's prosperity must not have
been alien to the decision to try and promote peaceful coexistence rather than religious
antagonism. The catholics of Diu were, however, not exempt from the jurisdiction of the
Goan Inquisition. There are several cases moved against inhabitants of Diu recorded in the
Inquisition Archives. Some are transcribed here, not only for their relevance in religious
terms but also because they provide important information concerning the make-up of the
Diuese population by the mid-17th century:

[March 28th, 1651]

Mattheus d'Orta mistiço, nat. m.or em Dio, soltr.o �lho de Thome da Costa d'Azevedo, por
se passar a seita de Mafamede no exterior em terra de mouros sendo prizioneiro. (Arquivo
Nacional da Torre do Tombo; Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no32 no2)

`Mattheus d'Orta mestiço, born and dwelling in Diu, single son of Thome da Costa d'Azevedo,
for adopting the sect of Mohammed on the outside having been made a prisoner in a Moorish
land'

[April 4th, 1650]

Diogo Alvres mistiço solteiro �lho de Domingos Alves de Carvalho natural de Damão e assist.e

na fortaleza de Dio, por culpas de mouro (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo; Conselho
Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no1)

`Diogo Alvres single mestiço son of Domingos Alves de Carvalho born in Daman and an
assistant at the fortress of Diu, guilty of being a moor'
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[March 10th, 1651]

Gaspar do Rosario natural de Chorão morador e cazado em Dio, por se passar a seita de
Mafamede no exterior somente em terra de Mouros sendo tomado prisioneiro (Arquivo Na-
cional da Torre do Tombo; Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no1)

`Gaspar do Rosario born in Chorão dwelling and married in Diu, for adopting the sect of
Mohammed on the outside only having been made a prisoner in a Moorish land'

[December 3rd, 1651]

Agostinho Ferreira casta pegû natural de Cochim e morador em Dio, por blasfemo, e arrene-
gar de nossa santa fée, e passar a seita de Mafamede em terra de mouros (Arquivo Nacional
da Torre do Tombo; Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [Inquisição de Goa], no33 no1)

`Agostinho Ferreira of the pegû caste born in Cochin and dwelling in Diu, for blasphemy, and
for denying our holy faith, and adopting the sect of Mohammed in a moorish land'

[March 27th, 1651]

Francisco casta Guzarate, soltr.o f.o de Pays gentios, nat., e m.or em Diu, escravo, pella
mesma culpa (Arquivo Nacional da Torre do Tombo; Conselho Geral do Santo Ofício [In-
quisição de Goa], no32 no 2)

`Francisco of Gujarati caste, single son of gentile parents, born, and dwelling in Diu, slave,
for the same reason'

The �rst two cases attest to the existence of mestiços in both Diu and Daman. The
last quote refers to the local Gujarati population of the territory, while all others show
that people born in several locations settled and married in Diu.33

Perusing the registry of expenses of the May de Deus convent referring to the years
1761 through 177234 reveals common o�erings to help new converts:

- July 1762: `Do sustento de m.o més a duas xpãs novas...............04:0:00'

[Half a month's provisions for two new christians...........................04:0:00]

- October 1765: `De sustento a huma nova xpam...........................03:0:00'

[Provision for one new christian......................................................03:0:00]

- October 1770: `De sustento a sinco novas xtãs e h�u novo xtão.....010:0:00'

[Provision for 5 new christian women and a new christian man......010:0:00]

- March 1772: `De esmolla a h�ua criança nova xpã.........................003:0:00'

[O�ering to a new christian child....................................................003:0:00]

33The fact that colonial mobility, described for the whole of the Estado da Índia in section 3.2.2, is seen
at play here with respect to Diu must not be downplayed. The movement of populations is likely to have
linguistic e�ects, see section 3.3.

34Goa Historical Archives, doc. 10332 - `May de Deus de Diu; despesas'.
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The strategies for the propagation of Christianity in Diu were not very di�erent from
those observed elsewhere in Portuguese India. The occupation of Diu was relatively late,
considering the overall history of the Estado da Índia, at a time when religious conversion
was already in full swing elsewhere and a (Eurasian) Catholic community in India was
already taking form - see section 3.3 for a discussion of the linguistic relevance of this
observation. The following section charts, to the extent possible, the development and
demographics of the Catholic population in Diu.

3.2.3.1 Evolution of the Catholic population

The Catholics of Diu, unlike those of Goa, are not organised in castes (Moura 1901, Bra-
gança Pereira 1940). Demographic data concerning the Christian and/or Portuguese popu-
lation of Diu is scarce. The information available is provided here as a contribution towards
reconstructing the development of the community which is central to the development and
the history of Diu Indo-Portuguese.

As referred in section 3.1.2, the Portuguese who were left in Diu to erect the fortress
in 1535 (�gures unknown) were supplemented the following year with 800 soldiers. Leão
(1996: 110) reports that, during the �rst siege of Diu (1538), the main fort was defended by
600 of the Portuguese forces, whereas the stronghold in the Villa dos Rumes, i.e. Goghla,
counted 64 men. The 1635 description of the settlement by Bocarro indicates that

os casados portuguezes, que vivem oje nesta cidade de fora da fortaleza, são cincoenta e nove,
avendo já sido muitos mais: são pobres, pelas ditas causas, mas ainda assim tem huns por
outros cincoenta e nove escravos que possão tomar armas, as quaes tem alguns de cabides de
lanças muy bastantes pera brigarem.

`the portuguese casados living in this city today outside the fortress are �fty-nine, although
they used to be more numerous: they are poor, for the previously mentioned reasons, but
among them still have some �fty-nine slaves capable of taking up arms, some having enough
spears to wage war.'

It is convenient to point out that Bocarro's count typically only included adult men
who could take up arms in a time of need. However, there are explicit accountd of the
presence of Portuguese women residing in the fort even during the bellicose period leading
up to the second siege of the city. Several chronicles highlight the pivotal role of women
during the �rst siege, in 1538, when they took it upon themselves to repair the damage
caused by enemy attacks and to encourage the soldiers (see e.g. Barros 1954). Several of
these women are named and their family status mentioned, which provides a glimpse into
the constitution of the feminine population of Diu fort at the time; Barbara Fernandez,
for instance, was an elderly widower whose two sons served the fort; Isabel de Veiga, `�lha
de hum nobre cidadão de Goa' [daughter of a noble citizen of Goa], was a young woman
married to a reinol judge in Diu and mother of two; Anna Fernandez was `de idade velha'
[of old age], the wife of a local dignitary.

These women, described as Portuguese, and their families certainly accompanied their
husbands and fathers on assignment in the fortress, but there is no indication of their
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numbers or the presence of Indian women inside the fort at the time. This reference does
make clear, however, that the �gures provided by Bocarro must be interpreted; it only
refers to casados, i.e. European men who had set up residence in Diu, so in order to have
an impression of the size of the Catholic community one would have to factor in their
families, (most of) their slaves35 and an unknown number of converted natives. While the
earliest Portuguese sources preferably counted the European settlers separately, from the
18th century onwards census data began to take a broader view of the population and to
recognise a category of `Christians'. In 1792, a census of the Christian population provided
the data in Table 3.5 - Sé Matrix and S. Thomé refer to the two parishes of Diu Town
(centred around the Churches of St. Paul's and St. Thomas, respectively), and St. André
Ex. is short for Santo André Extramuros, the parish covering the remainder of the island
and Goghla (see Map 1.2):

Parishes Prior of Vicars Bene�- Men Men Women Women Slave Slave Tot

cathedral ciaries > 14 < 14 > 12 < 12 men women
Sé Matrix 1 2 64 27 114 16 27 43 294
S. Thomé 1 103 23 67 17 15 12 238

St. André Ex. 1 15 12 25 6 3 4 66
TOTAL 1 2 2 182 62 206 39 45 59 598

Table 3.5: Census of the Diuese Catholics - 1792 (adapted from Pinto 1992:31)

Slaves were included in the Catholic population, which means at least part of the slaves
in late 18th-century Diu were baptised and possibly integrated to some extent into the
Catholic community. In fact, certain members of the Catholic community in modern-day
Diu preserve some typically African physical traits, which is easily recognised and con�rmed
by their peers. The Catholic slave population reported in the 1792 census must not be
mistaken for the Siddhi community of Diu, which predates the arrival of the Portuguese
and which is nowadays Muslim - see section 3.1.1.

The later census of 1842,36, given in Table 3.6, surveyed the entire population of the
territory. While the overall �gure is broken up according to religious groups (cristãos
`christians', gentios `gentiles [i.e. hindus]' and mouros `moors [i.e. muslims]'), there is
a 274-strong `racial' category - negros (também chamados escravos) `blacks (also called
slaves)' - representing nearly 3% of the whole. It is striking that the 1842 `black' population
ascends to more than twice that of �fty years earlier, but in 1792 only the Christians had
been counted; in 1842, it is not clear whether the resident (Muslim) Siddhis were included
in the negros category or the mouros section, but the former seems most likely. Otherwise,
one would have to assume a slave population much larger than anything glimpsed from
previous records and also that only a minority of the slaves employed in Diu was Catholic -
which is unlikely given the habit of the Portuguese to baptise their slaves (cf. Pinto 1992).

35As early as 1592, the Tombo de Diu (Pais 1592:� 67v) mentions the issue of `negros fogidos', i.e.
runaway blacks (presumably slaves).

36Goa Historical Archives, doc. 2997 - População de Dio.
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1-12 12-25 25-45 45-60 60+

Christians
M

Whites 2 2 6 2 1
Natives 79 39 76 10 10

F
Whites 2 2 7
Natives 42 40 19 3 5

Gentiles
M 1701 994 1013 124 156
F 1910 1140 650 185 185

Moors
M 28 37 165 69 19
F 76 120 80 69 31

Blacks (also called slaves)
M 12 19 81 25 15
F 16 20 56 19 11

Table 3.6: 1842 Census of Diu

The �gures in Table 3.7, referring to the whole population of the territory in 1900, were
provided by the governor in his yearly report (Moura 1901:38).

Catholics Pagans

Diu island
Town 293 4.276
From Town to Vanakbara 35 5.757

Goghla 9 3.441
Simbor 24 1.839
SUBTOTAL 361 15.313
TOTAL 15,674

Table 3.7: 1900 Census of Diu (adapted from Moura 1901)

In this count, Pagãos `Pagans' refers indiscriminately to all non-Christian inhabitants
of Diu. As described in section 2.4, the governor goes on to add that, of the 361 Chris-
tians, only some 240 were native Diuese, the remainder consisting of Goan soldiers and
civil servants on duty in Diu. He further adds that the Catholic population of Diu was
decreasing, as there were more deaths than births within the community at the time.

The census of 1921 revealed that, out of a total population of 13,844 people, 12,576
were Hindu, 821 were Muslim, 228 were Catholic, 142 were Jain and only 74 were Parsi.
An o�cial statistical publication for the Estado da Índia, concerning the year 1957, reveals
that in the census count of 1940 there were 306 Catholics for a total population of 19,731,
while in 1950 there were 393 Catholics and the population ascended to 21,138 people.

Following integration with India, the overall population of Diu augmented signi�cantly
(reaching 39,488 in 1991), while the Catholic community remained somewhat static. De-
spite high mobility between Daman and Diu (in particular) but also Goa, the Diuese
Christian population is presently estimated at around 250 - see section 2.1.

Table 3.8 collates the data presented in a manner easier to interpret. Notice that
the focus of demographic information was initially the `Portuguese' population and only
later, from the 18th century onwards, began to contemplate the `Christian' or `Catholic'
community as a whole.
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Year Portuguese Christians Overall pop.
1535 unknown
1536 1200
1538 664+
1635 59 adult men
1792 598
1842 347+ 9,373
1881 12,636
1887 13,206
1889 c. 300
1900 361 15,674
1921 228 13,844
1940 306 19,731
1950 393 21,138
1991 c. 250 39,488

Table 3.8: Evolution of the Diuese population, 1535-1991

These scattered indications, along with the historical information explored in section
3.1, permit some general observations concerning the evolution of the Diuese population
and, in particular, that of the Christian community. It is clear that the initial thrust of
settlement in Diu (from 1535 onwards) brought over a great quantity of soldiers, sent to
Diu from the territories already under Portuguese control in India. Recall that the numbers
referring to Portuguese are likely to refer to men under Portuguese command rather than
necessarily Portugal-born individuals; as discussed in 3.2.1, there is concrete evidence that
the Portuguese-led naval and military forces were highly cosmopolitan. A steady in�ux of
people from the remainder of the Estado da Índia was constant at least until the end of
the second siege (1546).

The economic decline of Diu (see section 3.1.4), from the 17th century onwards, was
accompanied by a steady decline of the Portuguese population; not long before 1635, an
outbreak of cholera took a toll on the Diuese population in general, as mentioned by
Bocarro (1635). Apart from this episode, and with the exception of yet another cholera
outbreak in the late 19th-century and a short population decline in the early 20th century,
the overall population of the territory appears to have increased steadily but slowly (and
considerably stepped up after the decolonisation of the island).

Interestingly, the Catholic community did not accompany this growth; there are no
precise descriptions of the process by which a local (either Indian or mestiço) Catholic
community formed in the early days of Portuguese domination, though it is clear that this
section of the Diuese Catholics soon outnumbered those described in the censuses as `white',
i.e. Europeans and their descendents (see Table 3.6). Considering how the 16th century was
the heyday of Portuguese-controlled missionary activity in India37, the Catholic community
of Diu probably reached its numerical peak in the 17th century, before the beginning of

37The proclamation of the Padroado Português in 1516 is an important benchmark in this process, and
1588 is credited as the year with the most conversions and baptisms as a result of Portuguese missionary
activities in the Orient (Morais 1997:75). In Diu, as mentioned before, the late 16th century and early
17th century witnessed an unparalleled �urry of church building and the settlement of religious societies,
accompanying the spread of the Christian town outside the walls of the fort.
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the settlement's decline. As shown in Table 3.8, we do �nd hard evidence that from at
least the late 18th century, the community has undergone a sustained reduction.

The signi�cance of all these facts for the development of DIP is explored in the follow-
ing section.

3.3 Sociolinguistic history

The historical indications collated in the previous sections can now be interpreted in order
to reconstruct the sociolinguistic setting in which DIP formed and developed. It is fair
to concede that, for all the hard evidence concerning post-19th-century Diu, we have
remarkably little to support our analysis of the earliest period, which is the most crucial to
understand the formation of DIP. Other researchers have faced the same di�culty, to the
extent that Bakker (2002:75) admonishes that accounts of creole formation are often `purely
speculative, but they are quoted as fact by other creolists'. My analysis of the formation of
DIP is therefore intended as �exible, capable of incorporating further documentary evidence
whenever it comes to light. It is clear, at any rate, that the sociolinguistic context of
Portuguese in Diu in the early days of the Portuguese settlement was somewhat peculiar
when compared to other regions of the Estado da Índia. This section highlights some
essential elements, tending towards a general scenario of the formation and development
of DIP.

Unlike other conquests of the Portuguese in India, the settlement in Diu was clearly
not a commercial entreprise, but a military and strategic one. As such, the early history
of Portuguese Diu was eminently bellicose and traumatic at least until after 1546. The
acquisition of the fort took place relatively late, in 1535, at a moment when other areas of
the Estado (such as e.g. Goa, Chaul or Cochin) had already been paci�ed, distinct Asian
and Eurasian Catholic communities had already been established38 and the evangelisation
of these territories was in full swing. In fact, Clements (1996) estimates that the Chaul-area
variety of Indo-Portuguese acquired native speakers as early as 1620; southern varieties of
IP (e.g. Cochin or Cannanore, see Map 1.3) may have been actively spoken even earlier
than that. The 1200 soldiers assigned to man the fort of Diu in 1536 were recruited in
these areas, and documentary evidence suggests that the defending force, between 1535
and 1546, involved men from various ethnic and linguistic backgrounds (see 3.2.1).

In addition, the physical space of (Indo-)Portuguese was at �rst highly constrained. The
year 1554 (when the Portuguese assumed control over the entire island) is a benchmark
date in this respect, marking the beginning of the real domain of Portugal over Diu. Before
that, and given the social and physical segregation imposed by sultan Bahadur (see section
3.1.2), the Portuguese population and their vassals were mostly con�ned to the enormous
fort. During this period, large numbers of soldiers under Portuguese command, traders,
clergy, o�cers and their families lived in close proximity, pushed to the extreme during the
sieges of 1538 and 1546. Diu Town (outside the fort) was quite hostile to the Portuguese at
the time, which is evident from the fact that much of the population welcomed the Turkish

38Records of o�spring of mixed Asian and European descent are available as early as 1516 for Goa (cf.
Clements 1996:8).
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and Egyptian forces as they laid the �rst siege to the fort (Barros 1615:book 10, ch. VI).
It would be a gross oversimpli�cation to reduce the linguistic equation eventually re-

sulting in DIP to the contact between Portuguese and Gujarati. The `fort phase' was
probably determinant for the formation of DIP, despite the reduced (if not null) involve-
ment of native, Gujarati-speaking Diuese people. The conditions of coexistence in Diu
imposed serious restrictions on missionary activities, and it is therefore a matter of spec-
ulation whether a signi�cant Diuese Christian and/or Eurasian community began to form
before the second siege at all. In any case, the setting inside the fort appears conducive
to the formation of a high-contact variety. Some important sociolinguistic variables which
obtained in this phase include:

- Linguistic heterogeneity: the presence of various languages and registers, including
standard and non-standard Portuguese, the Indian languages of Indian conscripts, various
African and European languages and possibly forms of Indo-Portuguese beginning to be
nativised across India;

- Regular social interaction: enhanced by the physical concentration of the relevant
population (the Portuguese and their vassals);

- Demographic �uctuation: throughout the `fort phase', the population of the fort
changed considerably, as the structure received regular military reinforcements and also
contributed elements for various armadas;

- Slow nativisation: the population must have been overwhelmingly adult and male, at
times (the sieges) experiencing high mortality rates and low birth rates.

Considering that Portuguese was not an L1 for a large number of the fort's inhabitants
(if not the majority), communication may have availed of a restructured Portuguese regis-
ter, whether locally formed or the general Asian Portuguese Pidgin identi�ed by Clements
(2000). However, the `fort phase' was probably an unlikely setting for its nativisation,
unless of course the number of children (particularly of mixed backgrounds) born or raised
within the defensive walls were larger than the available records indicate.

The `town phase', starting in 1554, was certainly more conducive to the nativisation of
this restructured variety of Portuguese. Really signi�cant interaction between the settlers
and the Diuese only stepped up after the Portuguese took control of the island and the
Christian settlement was allowed to spill out of the fort. The conditions were thereafter
met for Portuguese casados to settle in Diu (including the distribution of land on the
island, see 3.1.2) and for a more aggressive christianisation of the territory to begin. In
other words, the conditions were met for either the o�spring of converted locals and/or
the o�spring of African-born slaves and/or the o�spring of Eurasian couples to acquire a
non-standard variety of Portuguese as their �rst language.

In this phase, the linguistic pool available in Diu was certainly still diverse, including
Gujarati and Standard Portuguese, possibly the `fort phase' pidgin or IP varieties trans-
planted from di�erent regions. It is clear that most Indo-Portuguese varieties, though
physically discrete, did not form or develop in isolation. The evidence provided in 3.2.1
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attests to the vitality of an inter-Estado da Índia mobility which allowed the population to
circulate quite freely. This is an important point, as the constant �ux of population can be
accountable for the striking similarities between the various Indo-Portuguese varieties.39

The island's role as a penal colony also brought over a considerable number of inmates
from the various areas of the Estado (see 3.1.4), in particular after the establishment of
the Goan Inquisition in 1560.

Population �uidity was a constant throughout the colonial history of Diu, and marriage
patterns favoured the demographic �ux. Given the caste principles governing much of
Indian society, the tendency of the Christians towards endogamy is hardly surprising.
However, considering how reduced the Diuese Christian community has always been (see
Table 3.8), endogamic practice often involved marriage to people from further a�eld. The
particularly close link between Diu and Daman (initially the Província do Norte in general),
which remains to this day, was probably operative from a very early stage, not only on
account of their physical proximity but also because the Província constituted a single
administrative unit. Goa, despite the sheer size of its Christian population, may have been
somewhat adverse to the Indo-Portuguese Christians from the north; as reported in Moura
(1901:41) `0 norteiro não se cruza com os �lhos de Goa: a isso se oppõe as castas destes'
[The norteiro does not cross with the sons of Goa: the castes of the latter are opposed to
that].

One of the consequences of the decline of Diu as a commercial hub, from the 17th cen-
tury onwards, was the reduction of the island's ethnocultural and linguistic heterogeneity.
Slave import halted, the presence of Portuguese settlers diminished, and DIP was more
clearly circumscribed to the community of Diu-born Catholics. However, normative pres-
sure was not removed from the linguistic picture. From the 19th century onwards, at least,
local observers had the impression that change a�ecting DIP tended towards SP structures.
This was attributed, among other things, to a certain development of Portuguese-medium
education on the island and the role of Goa(n Portuguese) in Diu and the Diuese families
(which however contradicts the observation of Moura above). Jeronymo Quadros is par-
ticularly explicit in the following account:

De resto, em rigor, é agora di�cil, se não impossivel, marcar a linha verdadeira a que se
circumscrevia o antigo dialecto de Diu, vulgarmente conhecido por lingua norteira, tanto de-
vido á escassez de material recolhido e classi�cado, como pelo progressivo aportuguezamento
a que o mesmo dialecto se foi subordinando n'estes ultimos 20 annos. [. . . ] uma serie de
circumstancias, que acabaram por lhe destruir toda a sua primitiva originalidade, das quaes
as principais são a diminuição da população christã, a quasi fusão d'esta com o elemento goêz,
a in�uencia do ensino o�cial e, em consequencia, o sucessivo desuso das formas glottologicas
que eram a sua caracteristica (Quadros 1907:193)

`On the other hand, to be precisa, it is now di�cult, if not impossible, to draw the true line
which circumscribed the ancient dialect of Diu, commonly known as lingua norteira, not only
because of the paucity of collected and classi�ed material, but also because of the progressive

39Dalgado was of the same opinion; in order to account for the observed similarities between the various
IP varieties, he proposed that one must `admitir frequente contacto dum com outros e recíproca transfusão
parcial, proveniente da constante migração da grande parte dos indivíduos que os falavam' [admit frequent
contact between one and the other and partial reciprocal transfusion, resulting from the constant migration
of a large part of those who spoke them] (Dalgado 1917:41).
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portuguesi�cation the dialect has been subjected to in the past 20 years. [. . . ] a number of
circumstances, which ended up destroying all of its primitive originality, of qhich the main
ones are the diminution of the christian population, the near-fusion of it with the goan ele-
ment, the in�uence of o�cial education and, as a consequence, the ensuing abandonment of
the glottological forms which were characteristic of it'

The perceived `portuguesi�cation' did not succeed in wiping out DIP, and in fact de-
colonisation appears to have altered the trend somewhat (cf. Tomás 1992:65). Issues con-
cerning the typological allegiance of DIP are dealt with in chapter 9, but it is important
to retain that, as any other living language, DIP has undergone change throughout all of
its history in response to the �uidity of its sociolinguistic context.
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